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Abstract
Joanne S. Brown
CRITICAL CONVERSATIONS IN A SECOND-GRADE CLASSROOM
USING DIVERSE LITERATURE
2020-2021
Valarie Lee, Ed.D.
Master of Arts in Reading Education

The purpose of this qualitative study was to identify the effects of reading diverse
texts during SEL morning meeting time and observe how 2nd grade students engage in
conversations. Diverse texts were selected related to themes of identity, race, poverty,
gender, sexual identity, and gender identity. Data collected included student
conversations and journals. After analyzing the data collected, it was found that the
inclusion of diverse texts during SEL morning meetings yielded positive results. Students
engaged in more personal conversations when they could connect to the text and speak
freely, students spoke more when they had control of the conversations, and students
showed increased self and social awareness. Additionally, classroom climate and
increased student empathy was observed. Furthermore, students' understanding of SEL,
as it relates to diversity, carried over into other classroom activities. Implications for the
study highlight the importance diverse texts and critical conversations can have on SEL.
With the ongoing changes to SEL practices in New Jersey schools, diversity learning
standards, and additional guidelines set forth by the NJ Department of Education,
educators must work toward equitable SEL. Through administrative and parental support
in the inclusion of diversity in SEL instruction, we can better support our students’ needs.
The limitations present in the study reflect the need for future research to gather
additional data to support the need for diversity in the SEL conversation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Wow! I blew it! I missed the mark in helping a student who wanted to find
acceptance and feel supported by her teacher and her peers. She was six and I was
oblivious to the impact I could have made in supporting the social and emotional needs of
this child. One morning she came up to my desk, “Do you know what this pin
means?” “Yes,” I said as she pointed to a rainbow-colored flag pin on her shirt. I knew
her family, her two dads, and I had taught her brother before her. “Is it okay that I wear
this?” she asked. “Of course!” I replied, not fully understanding what she was needing
from me. She then questioned, with hesitation, “Can I tell my friends what it means…if
they ask?”
Again, I told her yes. Still not understanding that, possibly she was asking more
of me. Perhaps she was asking me to explain in some way to the class or support her in a
way that she had needed. She walked away and I went on with my day, as I normally did.
I had missed an opportunity to help her share her story and provide another view of what
makes a family. After some reflection, I realized that I could have provided both
“windows and mirrors” for this student and her peers (Bishop, 1990). It is possible she
was asking me to help provide a safe and supportive classroom environment for her- a
classroom where she felt accepted, regardless of differences. This is the moment that set
me on a journey to discover what happens when students have the opportunity to engage
in critical conversations surrounding diverse texts.
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Story of the Question
This year our school adopted a building-wide Social Emotional Learning (SEL)
time. We were given the freedom to approach SEL in any manner that we felt best fit the
needs of our students. Many of my colleagues, including myself, knew what SEL was,
but did not know what would be the best approach to teach it. Journaling, yoga,
mindfulness activities, role-play, and videos were some of the first things to come to
mind. For many of us it felt like one more thing added to our plate with no direction or
support for best approaches. The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotion
Learning (CASEL) organization defines SEL as:
An integral part of education and human development. SEL is the process through
which all young people and adults acquire and apply the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes to develop healthy identities, manage emotions and achieve personal and
collective goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain
supportive relationships, and make responsible and caring decisions.
The goal of SEL is to foster social and emotional skills for students. Ultimately, SEL
aims to help students develop the ability to understand and respond to their emotions,
while also being able to develop more empathetic relationships with others. Through selfawareness and self-management, students will then be able to make responsible
decisions, develop relationship skills, and have a deeper understanding of social
awareness.
I immediately felt that strategies suggested by the literature was the best
approach. Through the use of picture books, I could support students as they develop
healthy identities, learn to show empathy, be responsible and caring, build and maintain
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relationships. However, I felt that diverse texts must be part of the conversation when
meeting student needs during SEL instruction. I wondered how students could fully
develop their social awareness without being taught, in some way, about the people and
world around them.
I remembered that little girl and I reflected about what I could have done
differently in that situation. I could have grabbed a book about a girl with two dads and
supported a critical conversation between the students in my classroom. This was a
turning point for me. My perspective on SEL instruction had shifted. I would not take an
approach that many of my colleagues were taking. I would use diverse text to support my
students with SEL and help them develop empathy and positive identities. “A one-sizefits-all approach to SEL instruction may not be the best fit for many learners. The reason
for this lies within human nature itself: our social interactions, behaviors, and emotions
are intricate and fluid; moreover, they are heavily influenced by other factors, such as our
cultures” (Snyder and Cook, 2018).
Statement of Research Problem and Questions
The purpose of this research is to study the effects of reading diverse children’s
literature during SEL morning meeting time and observe how students engage in
conversations. The study will attempt to determine if these conversations lead students to
begin to see not only themselves but others in text. Additionally, this study will determine
if diverse texts and conversations lead students to identify biases and critically analyze
text. Furthermore, this study will attempt to gain further knowledge surrounding these
inquiry questions:

•

How can diverse literature lead to critical conversations?
3

•

How do critical conversations impact classroom culture and
climate?

•

Will students feel safe sharing biases or feelings about the texts?

•

How do these texts and conversations impact Social Emotional
Learning (SEL) and student empathy and acceptance toward each
other?

•

What happens when students engage in critical analysis of texts
during SEL morning meetings?

Purpose Statement
In this ever-changing world, critical literacy is more important than ever. Students
need to see themselves and others in the texts they read and the ones read to them. They
need to recognize similarities and differences in those from their community and those
from other communities. These windows and mirrors found in literature can provide
students with the tools they need to become accepting and tolerant of others. “When
children cannot find themselves reflected in the books they read, or when the images they
see are distorted, negative, or laughable, they learn a powerful lesson about how they are
devalued in the society of which they are a part” (Bishop, 1990, p. 9). Students must see
themselves and others in a positive light before they can begin developing a positive selfawareness and social-awareness. It is critical that literature in the classroom reflects
images and story lines that represent individuals with positive authenticity. Furthermore,
Bishop (1990) explains, “When there are enough books available that can act as both
mirrors and windows for all our children, they will see that we can celebrate both our
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differences and our similarities, because together they are what make us all human” (p.
11).
Students must be able to not only listen to and read text where they see
themselves and others, but they also need to be able to engage in conversations where
they challenge or question the text by disrupting the norm. Critical literacy has a variety
of definitions, as well as approaches to reading and examining text. “According to Freire
(1970), readers are active participants in the reading process. Critical literacy encourages
readers to question, explore, or challenge the power relationships that exist between
authors and readers. It examines issues of power and promotes reflection, transformative
change, and action” (as cited in Norris, Lucas, & Prudhoe, 2012, p. 59). Through critical
literacy, students can read in a more meaningful way. They can explore a text on a deeper
level and reflect on the perspective presented by the author. It also allows students to
explore differences that exist, rather than ignoring them. Additionally, it provides an
opportunity to explore views and voices of those historically silenced. Authors Norris,
Lucas, & Prudhoe (2012), further explain how Freire’s definition of critical literacy is
culturally responsive pedagogy. “It engages teachers and students in thought-provoking
discussions that connect their lives to the texts. It challenges readers to question, to
disagree, and to examine power relations that exist in stories and in real life” (p. 60).
Critical literacy is the interaction and connection readers have with text. “Rather than
promoting any particular reading of any particular group, critical literacy seeks to
interrogate the historical and contemporaneous privileging of and exclusion of groups of
people and ideas from mainstream narratives” (Bishop, 2014, p. 53). Critical literacy is
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an essential practice that can impact the perspectives of young learners. Through the
inclusion of critical literacy students can begin to take a stand toward injustices.
The question remains as to what critical literacy looks like in an elementary
classroom? Creighton (1997) argues “as to whether young children are affected by or
able to meaningfully respond to texts while they are still learning to control reading,
while they have had few life experiences and while they have only a beginning
understanding of their gender and cultural position” (p. 443). Children from a young age
can recognize differences. So much so that they begin to identify gender roles to toys or
colors. Additionally, although they may not always say it, they also recognize and
understand differences in race. Furthermore, being home during the Covid-19 pandemic
many children have overheard the news or discussions from their parents about the Black
Lives Matter movement, which no doubt has brought to light views or opinions
established within families.
Creighton (1997) explains how students in elementary grades already have “an
awareness of the unmarked or norm (White) and the marked or different (non-White)” (p.
443). This “awareness” suggests that students in elementary grades can engage in critical
conversations. Creighton (1997) further recognizes the important role teachers play in the
classroom during critical conversations. She believes that teachers must shift their power
within the classroom and “foster an environment in which student voice is accepted and
encouraged in a non-threatening atmosphere” (p. 444). By doing this, teachers allow
students to fully be part of their classroom. When students have the opportunity to share
and have their voices or opinions heard, they can truly begin to have a sense of
belonging. Simpson (1996) explains that when trying to teach children to critically
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analyze text, “we must help them to ask the questions and accept that many of these
questions will not appear on the surface to lead to the kinds of critical understandings we
are seeking” (p.126).
“Critical literacies can be both pedagogical and theoretical constructs of literacy,
where students learn to read, write, represent, view, and speak the word and the
ideologically constructed world in which it is used” (Lewis-Bernstein Young, 2017, p.
501). The inclusion of critical literacy can help provide a deeper understanding of how
students view the world, but it can also provide educators with an opportunity to support
students as they develop the ability to act against injustices in the world around them.
In this current study, I investigated how second grade students respond to diverse
text during SEL morning meetings. Through the use of diverse text I guided students
further with the self-awareness and social-awareness SEL competences. “SEL typically
takes a color-blind ideology approach without considering or addressing issues of culture,
power, or privilege” (Humphries & McKay-Jackson, 2021, p. 8). How can students
become fully self-aware if their culture is not part of the conversation? Furthermore,
social awareness requires students to empathize and gain understanding of other cultures
from diverse backgrounds. If diversity is left out of social-emotional learning, how can
students gain social awareness? Humphries and McKay-Jackson (2021) argue how, “race
and ethnicity are two critical components of a person’s sense of self, self-concept, and
identity” (p. 8). By approaching critical literacy through read alouds and morning SEL
meetings, students can engage in conversations surrounding diverse text.
Diverse texts can support readers by helping them break down stereotypes and
bring to light issues of discrimination or racism. Through the inclusion of diverse texts in
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SEL instruction, students can begin to explore their own identity as it relates to their race
and culture. Garces-Bacsal (2022) explains how reading diverse texts helps to create an
environment that allows students to become more compassionate and understanding of
individuals who are not like them. In this study, diverse texts will be selected related to
topics of race, gender, sexual identity, poverty, and more. Through the use of these read
alouds, students can engage in meaningful conversations and activities that will
encourage deeper thinking about social issues in their lives or in the lives of others. They
can share their funds of knowledge and perspectives about the text in a safe
environment.
Thesis Organization
In the next chapter, chapter two, a comprehensive literature review will discuss
the previous research surrounding culturally relevant/responsive pedagogy, critical
literacy, the importance of diverse text in the classroom, as well as a brief review of
social emotional learning. Chapter three will then describe the context of the study and
provide details about the community, school, and participants. Additionally, chapter three
will outline the research methodology and plan for collecting data. Chapter four will
provide the results of the research, as well as an analysis of the data collected during the
study. Finally, chapter five will lay out the final conclusions about the research study.
Furthermore, chapter five will provide recommendations for further classroom research,
as well as any limitations and implications within the study.
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Chapter 2
Review of Literature
“Picturebooks can help us attune not only to the beauty in the world but also to
our relationships to others, and to our responsibilities in light of social inequalities.
Through the use of diverse literature we can provide students with an opportunity to
explore “the complexities of the human condition” (Wissman, 2019, p. 23).

Introduction
A review of the literature suggests the use of multicultural literature or diverse
literature has a great benefit to students and their understanding of self, as well as the
world around them. Diverse texts can provide both windows and mirrors for children,
which allows for self-affirmation (Bishop, 1990). Multicultural literature can be defined
in a variety of ways. While some researchers suggest diverse text as related to race,
culture, religion, and language, others suggest the inclusion of varies family dynamics,
disabilities, sexual/gender idenitity, and more (Boyd, Causey, Galda, 2015, p.
379). Authors Boyd, Causey, and Galda (2015) explain how “these characteristics are
not separate from race, ethnicity, culture, and language, rather, they are intertwined” (p.
379). Authors Harper and Brand (2010) emphasize the importance of diverse texts in
“helping children recognize unfairness and consider multiple perspectives'' yet also
challenging “stereotypes and biases while providing a window into the lives of diverse
people” (p. 234). This chapter will explore previous and current research as it relates to
diverse literature and the role it has in driving conversations in the classroom. The review
of literature will present information that not only supports the use of diverse literature to
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guide critical conversations, but how the research also brings to the fore the benefit of
students' social and emotional learning.

Theoretical Framework
“Transactions with texts that offer some linkage with the child’s own experiences
and concerns can give rise aesthetically to new experiences. These in turn open new
linguistic windows into the world” (Rosenblatt, 1982, p. 275). Louise M. Rosenblatt’s
Transactional Theory supports this thesis research. During social and emotional learning
(SEL) morning meeting time, students have the opportunity to discuss and share their
reactions to diverse read alouds. Rosenblatt’s research recognizes the importance of the
relationship between the reader and the text. In understanding this transactional
relationship, educators cannot know how children will respond or what they will learn
from the text. “As readers express their transactions with literature through talk and
written reflections, tacit beliefs and emerging understandings about their own situated
identities are often revealed” (Singer & Smith, 2003, p. 19).
Rosenblatt (1982) urges educators to “not get in the way of the aesthetic stance”
in an effort to further allow the child to develop an emotional or deeper connection with
the text (p. 275). Through making personal connections or identifying with the emotions
or experiences of the character in diverse texts, students can begin to deepen their
understanding of themselves and others. This supports their self and social awareness,
both of which are essential for social and emotional learning to take place. Rosenblatt
further suggests creating a safe environment for the aesthetic stance to occur:
A receptive, non-pressurized atmosphere will free the child to adopt the
aesthetic stance with pleasant anticipation, without worry about future
10

demands. There will be freedom, too, for various kinds of spontaneous
nonverbal and verbal expression during the reading. These can be
considered intermingled signs of participation in, and reactions to, the
evoked story or poem. (p. 275)
By creating a safe environment during SEL morning meetings, students are more likely to
respond to diverse literature and engage in conversations with their peers without the
pressure of grading and judgment of expression. It is important to recognize that
conversations that occur because of the reader’s transactional response to the diverse text,
may further reveal a student’s “beliefs, values, assumptions, and attitudes” (Cai, 2008, p.
217). Ultimately, Rosenblatt’s research suggests the importance of creating a nonthreatening environment where students can listen to diverse text and take an aesthetic
stance through group discussion.

The Importance of Diverse/Multicultural Literature
“Multicultural literature has the potential to help us understand ourselves and
others, to change our attitudes and embrace cultures different from our own, and to gain
insights into social cultural conflicts” (Cai, 2008, p. 218). Most elementary students have
a limited view of the world and the people in it. Their world consists of their family and
school community. Through the use of unbiased diverse texts, teachers have the
opportunity to teach students about people who are similar and different from them.
Authors Harper and Brand (2010) suggest “children’s multicultural literature plays an
increasingly significant role in early childhood classrooms” (p. 233). The authors define
multicultural literature as having the ability to provide a view into the lives of others
while also providing readers with the opportunity to challenge biases or stereotypes
11

present in the literature (p. 234). This “view” is that of the Mirrors, Windows, and Sliding
Glass Doors explained by Rudine Sims Bishop (1990). Bishop (1990) explains how
books can act as mirrors, windows, and sliding glass doors. Books are mirrors when
students can see themselves in the text. Books are windows when students can see the life
of someone else. Finally, books are sliding glass doors when students can step into
someone else’s world and become a part of it. Bishop’s explanation is yet another
definition of multicultural literature. Bishop (1990) argues, “When children cannot find
themselves reflected in the books they read, or when the images they see are distorted,
negative, or laughable, they learn a powerful lesson about how they are devalued in the
society of which they are a part” (p. 9). This argument is crucial in understanding the
importance of diverse text in the classroom.
Students need to see themselves and others in the texts read to them. They need to
recognize similarities and differences found within each group of people in the world
they live in. “When there are enough books available that can act as both mirrors and
windows for all our children, they will see that we can celebrate both our differences and
our similarities, because together they are what make us all human” (Bishop, 1990, p.
11). These windows and mirrors found in literature can provide students with the tools
they need to become accepting and tolerant of others. If students are only exposed to one
race, they will not recognize the value of their own and they may feel as though they are
inferior. Multicultural texts can support students in their understanding of self and in
gaining social awareness. Nieto (2017) suggests that all students, no matter their race,
sex, religion, social status, culture, or how they identify, benefit from recieving
multicultural education. Nieto further explains how students who do not participate in
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multicultural education “receive only a partial education, which helps to legitimate their
cultural blindness” (p. 37). Multicultural education in the classroom is directly related to
the use of diverse text. When children are exposed to diverse texts they have the
opportunity to connect with others by learning about the diverse backgrounds that exist
around them both at school and in the world. When teachers use culturally relevant texts,
they have the ability to “promote engagement and a love of reading among students”, as
well as help to shape student identities (Kibler & Chapman, 2018, p. 741). In order to
successfully use diverse texts in the classrooms, the authors suggest that teachers not only
need to learn about themselves, their students, and their communities, but they must also
“learn more about critical literacy, culturally responsive teaching, and culturally
relevant/sustaining pedagogies'' (p. 744).

Culturally Responsive, Sustaining, and Relevant Pedagogies
Culturally centered pedagogies: relevant, responsive, and sustaining, are crucial
for student learning. Each pedagogy is slightly unique, however, they each focus on
instruction as it relates to students’ cultural identity. The selection of texts used in
classrooms is directly related to culturally centered pedagogies. Sharma and Christ (2017)
argue that, “lack of accessibility to culturally diverse children’s literature in today’s
classrooms is an alarming injustice as it privileges white students and marginalizes
nonwhite students” (p. 298). This is not just an injustice that impacts nonwhite students,
but students of mixed races or cultures, socioeconomic statuses, religions, sexual
identities, and genders as well. Ladson-Billings, who first coined the term culturally
relevant pedagogy, suggests we “must provide a way for students to maintain their
cultural integrity while succeeding academically” (1995, p. 476). Ultimately, Ladson13

Billings (1992) maintains that culturally relevant teaching should enable students with the
ability to critically analyze the world in which they live, while ultimately working toward
social justice. In elementary classrooms, diverse texts is a way to begin this.
Culturally responsive teaching, according to Geneva Gay (2002), “is defined as
using the cultural characteristics, experiences, and perspectives of ethnically diverse
students as conduits for teaching them more effectively” (p. 106). Through culturally
responsive teaching diverse students feel connected to their learning. This instruction
allows them to gain deeper understanding as they are able to activate prior knowledge
better and build on their interest level as it relates to the curriculum. Gay asserts that
culturally responsive instruction has a place in all subject areas. Culturally responsive
teachers are able to select curriculum materials that are culturally relevant and responsive
to culturally diverse students. Gay (2002) argues how culturally reponsive teaching deals
“directly with controversy; studying a wide range of ethnic individuals and groups;
contextualizing issues within race, class, ehnicity, and gender; and including multiple
kinds of knowledge and perspectives” (p. 108). A study by Bennett, Gunn, Gayle-Evans,
Barrera, and Leung (2017) suggests a culturally responsive teaching framework,
stemming from that of Au (2011):
1. Developing a culturally responsive classroom community
2. Family engagement
3. Critical literacy within a social justice framework
4. Multicultural literature
5. Culturally responsive print rich environments
(p. 242)
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The researchers further explain, “in each of these five frameworks, a teacher uses a
critical lens and creates an environment that promotes conversation, encourages multiple
perspectives, builds relationships, and fosters authentic experiences” (Bennett et al.,
2017, p. 242). Through the inclusion of this framework students can feel part of the
classroom community. They feel seen and heard as well. This allows for highly effective
instruction to take place.
Paris’ (2012), culturally sustaining pedagogy, “seeks to perpetuate and foster–to
sustain–linguistic, literate, and cultural pluralism as part of the democratic project of
schooling” (p. 93). Paris (2012) maintains that society and that of the classroom
environment remains “monocultural and monolingual”, with white middle class norms
being central (p. 95). This classroom environment Paris refers to could be due to the lack
of diverse texts present in classrooms, the lack of culturally relevant instruction, and the
classroom population in general. What would make a classroom culturally sustaining?
Gardner, Osorio, and McCormack (2021) offer the idea of social justice as a form of
culturally sustaining pedagogy. “Since emotions are fused to social histories,
inheritances, and geographic spaces/places within and outside of school, they are
inherently part of our culturally sustaining literacy practices (CSLP)” (p. 304). By being
selective and purposeful about our decisions regarding diverse literature and its use in our
classrooms, we are also being culturally sustaining in our instructional practices.
In an interview with authors Paris and Alim regarding their text Culturally
Sustaining Pedagogies they stated, “As teachers we create and adapt curriculum–the stuff
of teaching and learning–and we plan how it is we will teach it. Culturally sustaining
educators are no different; it’s just what and who we value and include in the process that
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shifts” (Ferlazzo, 2017, para.16). It is imperative that all classrooms, educators, and
curriculum is culturally sustaining. We must decide to include and value all of our
students. A literature review by Kelly-Howard (2021) identified the need for diverse texts
in order to provide culturally sustaining practices in the classroom. “Culturally sustaining
pedagogies allow elementary students to critically analyze the representation of cultural
identities and traditions through the incorporation of diverse and multicultural texts” (p.
51). Educators can begin the shift towards making their classrooms culturally sustaining
through the inclusion of diverse text. This is a small start, but it is necessary. Educators
can then begin to shift their instructional practices and curriculum further to be more
inclusive and culturally sustaining. They can begin to support their students as they
navigate cultural and social injustices within their classrooms and the world in which
they live. In order for students to begin discussions on cultural and social issues, Deprez
(2010) suggests that “teachers must initially embrace culturally responsive teaching
practices and then reach out to one’s students. Under the teacher’s guidance critical
literacy practices become part of the classroom” (p. 479).

Critical Literacy in the Classroom
“Our student population will be even more diverse than it is today, the need for
critical literacy will grow exponentially, and the interconnections among language,
culture, and literacy will become stronger” (Au & Raphael, 2000, p. 170). This
population change continues to occur 22 years after Au & Raphael mentioned it.
According to data from the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), The
Washington Post showed that “45% of school districts in 1995 were ethnically diverse.
This number has risen to 66% of school districts in 2017” (p. 387). Critical literacy is an
16

important area of research for many reasons, but the changing population emphasizes the
need. How it is defined and what it looks like in elementary schools remains an ongoing
discussion. Often in classrooms educators avoid uncomfortable topics and texts for fear
of backlash from administrators or parents. By avoiding “issues such as racism, historical
atrocities, powerlessness, and hegemony” and only focusing on “the same few highprofile individuals repeatedly and ignoring the actions of groups”, educators report the
factual information without regarding or valuing the feelings or attitudes affected (Gay,
2002, p. 108).
Critical literacy is how educators sustain cultural identities. Paulo Freire began
the exploration of critical literacy in his book Pedagogy of the Oppressed in 1970. He
recognized the impact of outside influences on students in the classroom. Critical literacy
is frequently defined by student interaction with text and the examination of issues of
power, biases, racism, sexism, and much more (Simpson, 1996; Labadie, Wetzel &
Rogers, 2012; McLaughlin & DeVoogd, 2019). “Teachers can use critical literacy
practices to pose questions that will make students analyze, question and reflect upon
what they are reading” (Deprez, 2010, p. 480). Ultimately, shifting from inclusion of
diverse texts to support cultural respect and awareness to interacting with text on a much
larger scale to critically analyze social problems that exist in our world.
Research on the best approach to critical literacy with elementary students,
especially lower elementary students, is ongoing. Labadie, Wetzel, & Rogers (2012) used
book introductions and illustrations during all aspects of literacy instruction to open up
spaces for critical conversations in a second-grade classroom. The authors found that
critical conversations were “opened through the careful selection of books, use of
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purposeful prompts, and the teachers’ willingness to let silence reign during the book
introduction” (p. 119). McLaughlin and DeVoogd (2019) approached critical literacy
through “critical expressionism” as a way to expand reader response (p. 587). “Student
examples of critical expressionism include sketching, dramatizing, singing, designing
projects, and creating multimodal responses” (p. 588). The authors found that through
critical expressionism students were able to “communicate and comprehend at deeper
levels” (p. 594). The authors believe that through critical expressionism students can
engage in critical literacy with more meaningful understanding rather than a response to
text. Critical expressionism allows for more motivation and engagement surrounding
critical topics for students, which leads to deeper understanding. Creighton (1997)
suggests that when working with a variety of students, “many meanings can be derived
from the same text, teachers can create an environment in which student are encouraged
to make connections and respond to text in a variety of ways such as dialogue, personal
writing, drama, and visual arts” (p. 440). Twenty-five years later researchers continue to
explore best practices and approaches to critical literacy in this ever-changing world.

Social Emotional Learning and Diversity
SEL instruction has come into question now more than ever. Educators are faced
with many challenges as the world continues to change. The COVID-19 pandemic and
the state of the world before and during the pandemic left many schools feeling illequipped with how to address the social and emotional needs of their students. Now more
than ever, one of those challenges is finding ways to support students' social and
emotional learning in a culturally relevant way (Barnes & McCallops, 2019).
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“Race is often ignored as a core component of social and emotional competency
(SEC) and social and emotional learning (SEL)” (Humphries & McKay-Jackson, 2021, p.
7). All students bring to school their individual identities, cultures, religion, funds of
knowledge, strengths, weaknesses, and educational/personal values. These elements
make up each of us. They determine who we are and how we connect and respond to the
world. Yet, SEL instruction has often been racially neutral in terms of the students we
instruct. How can students fully develop self-awareness and social-awareness without
talking about race? Authors Gregory and Fergus (2017) describe SEL as “colorblind”.
Furthermore, the authors suggest that this “colorblindness can lead to an unspoken
conceptualization of social and emotional competencies based on a white cultural frame”
(p. 128). The authors further note that this can result in hindering SEL competencies as
they relate to race and gender. Jagers, Rivas-Drake, and Williams (2019) further highlight
the lack of equity found in SEL competencies. They suggest transformative SEL as a way
to “effectively address issues such as power, privilege, discrimination, social justice,
empowerment, and self-determination” (p. 163). For schools to fully provide an equitable
education for all students, they must address these issues. Additionally, if students are
meant to reach the self-awareness and social-awareness competencies set forth by
CASEL, issues of equity must be addressed.
In 2020, CASEL revised their framework, Systemic SEL, to include equity within
the five competencies (Mahoney et al.). Yet, implementation of how to effectively
address issues of equity remains in question. Humphries & McKay-Jackson (2021) also
recommend the use of transformative SEL as a way to help students connect with who
they are and what is being taught. “SEL efforts must directly target issues of race and
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racial biases to begin dismantling the inequalities created and maintained in education” (
p. 8). This would require students to bring their own prior knowledge, experiences, and
culture into the SEL conversations. Through these conversations, students would work
towards gaining a deeper understanding of themselves and others within society as they
relate to power structures that presently and historically exist in the world (Ramirez et al.,
2021). By having SEL discussions with students, as they relate to racism and equity,
stronger relationships will begin to develop between teachers, school staff, and families
(McGee et al., 2021). “No SEL intervention will be complete if it does not address the
greater ecological context of racial disparity” (McGee et al., 2021, p. 45). Transformative
SEL seeks to provide a more equitable learning environment for students. In order for
students to truly receive an equitable education, regardless of individual differences,
schools must scrutinize the biases, racism, and inequitable instructional practices that
currently exist and replace them with more inclusivity (McGee et al., 2021). Equity will
not be reached if SEL continues to be practiced in a way that ignores diversity. Instead,
SEL instruction needs to be diverse and culturally responsive in its approach for all
students to fully attain their self-awareness and social-awareness, learn to make
responsible decisions, and to develop healthy relationship skills.

Conclusion
The research on the use of diverse text in elementary classrooms, as it relates to
critical conversations and social and emotional learning is ongoing. More research is
needed to see what happens when elementary students drive the critical conversation
more, rather than directed through questioning in order to draw out the injustices present
in the text. By allowing elementary students to listen to the diverse text and then listening
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to the conversations between the peers, we can identify the transaction between the reader
in the text. We can further listen to discussions that bring forth biases or injustices and
interject to support the conversation, but not lead it. Teacher expectations of what the
students will see or learn from the text may be very different from our own analysis of
the text.
Additionally, literature shows the importance of inclusion of equitable SEL
instruction now more than ever. “However, few programs are intentionally designed with
equity in mind and even fewer examine how historical and structural inequalities impact
both the teaching and learning of SEL skills” (Ramirez et al., 2021, p. 1). Through the
inclusion of diverse text within SEL instruction, students will begin to explore issues
related to privilege, bias, race, and identity. Through critical conversations with diverse
texts, students will begin to further develop their SEL competencies necessary to grow
and develop within their diverse communities.
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Chapter 3
Research Paradigm
“Research is a process of discovering essential questions, gathering data, and
analyzing it to answer those questions” (Shagoury & Miller Power, 2012, p. 2). Teacher
research is qualitative research, conducted by k-12 teachers in their classroom
environment. The research is intentional and reflects concerns or questions educators
wish to uncover or explore in their classrooms. Therefore, teacher research is planned and
thoughtful in intention. Teachers engage in research to increase their understanding of
student learning. However, discovery through research can also lead to adjustments in our
instructional practice, our expectations of students, our behaviors toward and interactions
with parents and students in our classroom, and much more (Shagoury & Miller Power,
2012). Teacher research supports other teachers when the research is shared as a means
of making change. According to Shagoury & Miller Power (2012), teacher research is an
extension of what teachers naturally do in their classrooms. Teachers observe their
students, identify their needs, and adjust their instructional practices or modify
curriculum to meet those needs. Ultimately, Shagoury & Miller Power (2012) explain
how teacher researchers are like “careful gardeners”. They are “not a scientist in a lab
coat, staring down a ‘research subject’ (a kid!), but a human being in the midst of
teaching, carefully weighing the value of different ways of teaching and learning” (p. 5).
The research methodology for this study is a qualitative approach. Qualitative
researchers “watch carefully what is happening, and often try to write concrete
descriptions in natural language that capture relevant aspects of what is observed and
how events unfold” (Hammersley, 2013, p. 12). This study is designed to see what
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happens when diverse texts are used to engage students in critical conversations. The data
collected will include student classroom artifacts such as drawings, student responses,
journal reflections, investigator observations and notes, and audio recordings of meetings.
All data will be collected within the classroom setting. Materials for the study will
include no more than ten diverse texts and student response journals.
This study qualitatively analyzes the effects of reading diverse children’s
literature during SEL morning meeting time and observing how students engage in
conversations. Through the use of data sources such as student journals, teacher journal,
and audio/video recordings this study highlights important themes drawn out during
critical conversations with diverse text. Furthermore, this study looks to see if diverse
texts and conversations lead students to identify biases and critically analyze text. The
sections below outline the research environment, as well as provide an explanation of
research procedures and data collection.
Context
Community
The study took place at John H. Glenn Elementary in Pine Hill, Camden County,
NJ. John H. Glenn is one of two Pre-K through 5 elementary schools in the town. The
town also has middle school and a high school which serves two small neighboring
towns. According to the 2019 Census report, there are approximately 10,743 people
residing in Pine Hill, a suburban area of approximately four square miles. The socioeconomics of the area, based on Census reports (2019), include a median household
income of $56, 058. Additionally, Pine Hill has approximately 11% of the community
living in poverty. The demographics of race for Pine Hill include 56% white, 29% Black,
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2% Asian, 4% two or more races, and 8% Hispanic. The report reflects the educational
attainment of 90.5% of the community having a high school diploma or higher, and
22.1% having a Bachelor’s Degree.
School
John H. Glenn is a Title 1 funded school. Based on the information in the 20192020 NJ School Performance Report, John H. Glenn served approximately 443 students.
There were approximately 56.9% students who were economically disadvantaged, 22.3%
of students with disabilities, 4.5% English Language Learners, 2% of students
experiencing homelessness, and .5% in foster care. The demographics indicate that there
were 51.5% female students, 48.5% male students, and <1% non-binary. Among these
populations, subdivisions of race and ethnicity exist: 33.6% white, 18.5% Hispanic,
38.4% Black/African American, 2.9% Asian, 0.2% American Indian/Alaska Native, and
6.3% two or more races. Furthermore, the Home Language survey indicates 93.9% of
students have English as their primary language, while 3.8% are Spanish, and 2.3% are
other languages. There are no NJSLA scores for the school for the 2019-2020 school
year, due to the cancellation of state-wide assessments because of the impacts of Covid19. However, according to the report in 2018-2019, the students of John H. Glenn met
their ELA standard and exceeded their standard in math.
Classroom
The study was conducted in a 2nd grade classroom made up of 15 students. This
is one of three 2nd grade classrooms in the building. Each classroom has one classroom
teacher. Some students in the classroom receive additional classroom support from the
RTI support teacher, reading specialist, or math paraprofessional. Students in the
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classroom receive two and a half hours of ELA instruction. This includes an hour of
guided reading and an hour of
Students
At the start of the school year, and through part of the study, there were 18
students. These students were in the school under the McKinney-Vento Homeless
Assistance Act. They have since moved and started in new school districts. Of the 15
students, 10 are boys and 5 are girls. The ethnicities in the classroom consist of three
white/Caucasian students, 10 black/African American students, 1 Middle Eastern student
(English is 2nd language), and one Asian student. Many of the students in the classroom
receive additional academic support. Six students receive RTI support for math, tier 3.
While four students receive RTI support for reading, three students receive tier 1, and one
student receives tier 3. Additionally, seven of the students were in my classroom in pre-K
and one had me for part of last year (2020-2021) during remote learning. These students
and their families already had a relationship with me before the start of the study. Of
these 18 students, 13 parents agreed to allow participation in the research study.
COVID-19 Impact
When COVID-19 hit, all students attending John H. Glenn turned to remote
learning as a form of instruction for the duration of the 2020 school year. When the 20202021 school year began, approximately half of the students attending John H. Glenn
school selected to continue remote instruction full time. While the other half of the
students in the building selected the hybrid approach to instruction. This left many
questions for both parents and staff. The majority of questions surrounded academics,
while the other questions surrounded students' mental health and well-being.
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There were concerns as the 2020-2021 school year ended, regarding what school
would look like in the fall and what the need might be. Academics was something that
most staff recognized as an area of need for growth and development, as a result of such
drastic shifts in instructional practices. However, staff did not know how deeply students
would be impacted both socially and emotionally. For these reasons, John H. Glenn
school adopted a building-wide Social Emotional Learning (SEL) time at the start of the
2021-2022 school year. The plan was to have staff and students engage in a variety of
activities to support students with SEL. The activities were left to individual teachers to
decide what would be most effective for their class.
Procedure of Study
The research study took place during the scheduled SEL morning meeting time
for approximately 30 minutes, three-four times per week. Students were invited to the
carpet, to listen to a story and interact with their peers through conversations regarding
the diverse text. The first month students and teacher worked together to develop and
create a safe space to share feelings and express ideas. The teacher looked for additional
opportunities throughout the day to support critical conversations as they occurred in the
classroom or within the school setting.
In preparation for the research study, a variety of texts were selected to support
critical conversations as they relate to second-graders and their Social Emotional
Learning. Texts surrounding various topics were chosen. Those text selections included
characters experiencing or representing topics related to: poverty, race/culture,
gender/gender identity, and sexual identity. Each week I selected texts related to those
themes to use during our morning meetings. Some texts resonated more with the students
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and therefore, created more conversations amongst the students. The selected texts helped
to provide a “window” or “mirror” for students to recognize the many people in their
world.
In week one, texts surrounded names as they relate to student identity and culture.
We read Chrysanthemum by Kevin Henkes and The Name Jar by Yangsook Choi. We
discussed reasons for our birth names and students made connections to the characters in
the stories. Students took home forms to have them filled out by their parents. They were
encouraged to find out why they were given their birth names. Students were thrilled to
share the reasons they were given their names. Some were related to culture and some
were not. Conversations took place during and after the readings where students
expressed their feelings about the text and how the characters were treated.
In week two, texts surrounded the topic of poverty. Students listened to the stories
Those Shoes by Maribeth Boelts and Yard Sale by Eve Bunting. These stories prompted
students to have more personal conversations related to their own experiences with
poverty. The students discussed wants and needs in Those Shoes and explained a variety
of reasons a family would need to move into a smaller home or apartment after listening
to Yard Sale.
In week three, texts surrounded the topic of race. Students listened to the stories
Uncle Jed’s Barbershop by Margaree Mitchell and The Other Side by Jacqueline
Woodson. These texts required historical context for students to fully understand the
“why” of what was happening within the texts. Students were very curious about why
certain things were occurring in the story.
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In week four, texts surrounding race continued. Students listened to the story Not
Quite Snow White by Ashley Franklin and Black is Brown is Tan by Arnold Adoff. These
texts continued our conversations as they related to racial issues they may connect with
on a different level. Students shared their experiences with interracial relationships within
their families and even uncomfortability with interracial relationships. While reading Not
Quite Snow White, students identified another possible reason for discrimination against
the young African American girl wanting to be Snow White in the school play.
In week five, students listened to a Cherokee story called The First Strawberries.
This story highlighted gender roles of men and women. The First Strawberries explains
how strawberries came to be, however, the quarrel between the husband and wife
prompted many conversations regarding gender roles. It led to students discussing what is
considered appropriate toys for boys and girls, and also household roles for men and
women.
In week six, students listened to stories with topics related to gender identity and
sexual identity. Students listened to the stories Julian is a Mermaid by Jessica Love and
Stella Brings the Family by Miriam B. Schiffer. These stories led to conversations about
gender roles again.
After each story, students engaged in conversations about the text. Most
conversations were student led, with some occasional prompting or guidance from the
teacher. Stories also focused on the standards, as they relate to narrative texts: characters,
setting, problem, solution, main idea and more. Students were also asked to connect with
the characters in the story on an emotional level. This supported the critical conversations
during the SEL meeting time. The teacher asked questions like: “What are your thoughts
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on this story? How does it make you feel? Can you relate to the character’s experience?
What do you think others might say about this story? Do you think this treatment is right
or fair? Do you agree with this?” Students were asked to explain their thoughts or
feelings about the story, but only if they were comfortable with sharing. While students
discussed the text, the teacher made note of their comments or responses. Students
recorded additional thinking or reflections in a response notebook, through
writings/drawings, before or after listening to a text. Student work and conversational
recordings were analyzed.
Data Sources
A variety of qualitative measures were used to collect and analyze data during this
research project. The first form of data collection was my teacher observation journal.
This was where I recorded any thoughts I had about the student text conversations.
Additionally, I added any themes I noticed in the conversations. This resource enabled
me to reflect on the SEL meeting and the selected text. It provided me with a chance to
make decisions about adding additional texts regarding the topics to another meeting and
identify additional areas that may need to be addressed.

The second form of data

collection was through video/audio recordings of student conversations. This resource
allowed me to stay fully engaged in the conversations the students were having, without
getting too distracted by writing down what they were saying word for word. After the
SEL morning meeting, I was able to go back to the recording and write in my teacher
journal some important statements made by the students. The final form of data collection
was student work. The students kept a morning meeting journal where they could write or
draw pictures related to the stories read during the SEL morning meeting. Students were
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instructed when to use the journal. Students were asked to use it either before reading and
after reading. This resource gave me further insight into the students' thinking process
regarding the topics presented to them. The journals allowed me to also identify themes
or biases that may exist among the students. This insight provided me with information to
support decision making regarding future texts for SEL morning meeting.
Data Analysis
The data sources used in this study were qualitatively analyzed. The data sources
provided me with insight and a deeper understanding of the impact the diverse texts had
on the students during our SEL meetings. I used a deductive method to analyze data.
However, I was able to identify additional themes that emerged after coding the data
using a more inductive approach. I began by selecting texts that focused on specific
topics or themes. I was curious as to whether the texts allowed students to make
connections, sparked debate, raised questions of biases or racism, or even created a sense
of greater compassion for others unlike themselves. Through the use of the student
journals I was able to recognize biases that existed before reading. Additionally, I was
able to see how students responded to the texts on a more personal level that they may
not have shared in the group discussions. Furthermore, I was able to identify any
meaningful connections made by students.
The use of video/audio recordings gave me the opportunity to transcribe direct
quotes shared by students in our discussions into my teacher journal. I then was able to
further analyze the recordings to identify possible themes that developed from the text
conversations that I may have missed. Additionally, I had the opportunity to listen to how
I responded to their conversations. Specifically, when I provided further historical
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context, answered questions to clarify understandings, and prompted to further gain
insight into student biases that became present. The recordings allowed me to go over
each SEL meeting and develop my own understanding of the students’ text conversations
and the awareness of diversity that they may have gained or experienced.
Finally, the teacher research journal allowed me to identify any themes present in
my notes. I was able to find commonalities with the texts and student responses. The
notes in my teacher journal were essential in providing me with my qualitative analysis
for the study. Through these data sources I was able to identify themes that emerged
through these critical conversations during SEL meetings.
Conclusion
In the next chapter, I will further discuss and analyze the results from the
data sources used. I will analyze and review student conversations, journal entries and
drawings, and communicate my own thoughts from my observations and research notes.
Additionally, I will identify relevant findings and implications for further research.
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis and Findings
Introduction
Chapter four will discuss the results of the classroom research of the critical
conversations that took place during social and emotional learning (SEL) morning
meetings. The selected texts addressed themes such as identity, poverty, race, gender,
gender identity, and sexual identity. The intention was to discover what would happen
when students listened to texts related to these themes. What would students recognize
and identify about these themes by listening to the text and then discussing the text with
their peers without much direction from me? Additionally, I will discuss how themes of
student connections to text and student conceptualization of critical issues emerged.
Furthermore, I will explain how the role of diverse texts and critical conversations led to
increased student empathy and improved classroom culture to support student SEL.
The data collected during student discussion before, during, and after reading the
selected diverse text revealed that students were developing a greater understanding of
the diversity around them. They were further able to make connections to themselves and
the world in which they live and share with others.
What’s in a Name?
The texts in week one were related to the theme of identity and culture in relation
to student names. We read Chrysanthemum by Kevin Henkes and The Name Jar by
Yangsook Choi. The first text, Chrysanthemum, was not intended as a diverse text, but
rather a text to support student understanding of names as they relate to cultural identity.
Before reading Chrysanthemum, we discussed the reasons for our birth names. Most
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students did not know why their parents selected the names given to them. One student
stated he was named after his grandfather. Students listened to the story and showed
expected empathy towards the character being teased for her name. This was our first text
as part of our SEL morning meeting and I did not anticipate much reaction or response
regarding names and how they often represent one’s cultural identity. After reading,
students were pleased with the ending and how the teacher in the text expressed her love
of the character’s name. I asked them to think further about the conversation
Chrysanthemum had with her parents about why she had that name. I told them that often
our names can be related to our culture and that names represent an important part of who
we are. I explained how it is not always just our first names. I shared my own experience
regarding cultural identity and my last name. I explained that before I was married my
last name was Burpulis, a Greek name. I told them that people would read my name and
ask if I was Greek. I explained that my father shared his heritage, my heritage, with me
growing up and it was a very important part of my identity. I told them that when I got
married, I cried because I was afraid to change my name and lose an important part of my
cultural identity. This prompted many students to ask why I changed my name or why I
had to change my name because I got married. I provided students with the answers they
were seeking.
Next, I encouraged students to discover why they had their given names. Students
took home a name celebration form (Appendix A) to be filled out by their parents or
guardians. The next day, students were thrilled to share the reasons they were given their
names. Some were related to culture, and some were not. I provided additional name
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meanings through a Google search, to support students who didn’t have a form filled out
or to provide additional name meaning if none was given:
Andrew:

My sister picked out my name. It is not related to my Muslim
religion or culture.

Jada:

My name is a combination of my mom’s name and dad’s name.

Elia:

My dad loved Greek history, so he named all of us from Greek
history. My name means helping and defending.

Luis:

My name is Irish. It was passed on to me by a relative, my great
grandma’s last name I think, and now it’s my name.

Others shared name means, family names or selection, biblical names, or just names that
they liked with no cultural or other meaning attached to it. Students felt proud, as they
smiled and shared something new they had learned about themselves.
The next text read during week one, The Name Jar, prompted much more
conversation and emotion from the students. Now that students had a better
understanding of the importance of names, they had more discussions about the text. The
story begins with a young girl named Unhei, sitting on a school bus having a memory of
leaving Korea. Someone asks her name and the child tries to pronounce it, but does it
incorrectly and the other students laugh and tease her about her name:
Elia:

Why are they making fun of her name? That’s rude.

Marc:

It’s a Korea name, right? So maybe they can’t say it, but they
shouldn’t make fun of her.

I continue reading. Now Unhei enters a classroom, and the students ask her name
and she recalls what happened on the bus and so she tells the class she has not picked a
name. The students in the book were confused and began teasing again. My own students
were confused by this too.
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Mike:

I know she was probably worried about the new class making fun
of her name after what happened on the bus, but what does she
mean she hasn’t picked a name. She said she’ll tell them next
week. How can she just pick a new name? Doesn’t the teacher
know it?

Chris:

Yeah. Can you change your name?

I explain that people can change their name. Just like last names change for most
women when they get married, people change their first name too for a variety of
reasons. I continue reading again and Unhei is telling her mom that she would like an
American name, that her name is hard to pronounce and that she does not want to be
different from the American students. Her mom explains that she is different and that is a
good thing and that her grandmother helped to pick her name with a name master. The
students had some questions and comments after reading this part.
Elia asked, “What’s a name master?” I explained what I thought it might mean,
but I was not sure I was accurate. So, I did a quick Google search to help provide more
information. There was not much information about a name master, but there was
information about traditions and customs for selecting names in Korean culture. I shared
that information to help clarify.
Jada:

Her name is part of her. Why doesn’t she want to be different? If
she changes her name she is still going to look different and maybe
sound different if she is still learning to talk in English.

Luis:

I wonder if it would make her grandma sad cause she picked her
name. Like my new baby cousin is named after my grandma and
it’s nice. My grandma was happy.

Jasmine:

Her mom is right, it’s good to be different. That’s what you said
too. We are all different. It’s ok. It’s good. I like being different.

Next, the story continues when Unhei and her mother are grocery shopping. They
are going to a Korean market. Her mother reminds her that just because they are in
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America they do not stop eating Korean food. Unhei meets Mr. Kim, he asks her name
and he tells her that it is beautiful. He asks if it means grace and she tells him yes and
how her name was picked by her grandmother and the name master.
Andrew:

That’s like how some of our names have meanings. Remember you
looked some up for us. Mine you said meant strong and powerful
in Greek. My mom said my sister picked my name though.

Marc:

Yeah, you said mine meant warlike. My mom said it means
warrior. That’s cool that names have meanings though. I like it.

Jada:

Grace is pretty. She could use that as her American name if she
wanted because it is still part of her real name.

As I read on, Unhei is practicing American names in the mirror. She worries the
kids will not like her. The next day at school Unhei arrives at school to find a jar on her
desk full of names on pieces of paper. The students are trying to help her select a name.
She then befriends another student and shows him her name on her name stamp her
grandmother gave her. He asks to keep the paper.
Chris:

It’s nice that the kids aren’t makin’ fun of her and tryin’ to help
her.

Jason:

You think that boy Joey will make fun of her name stamp to
everyone? He was nice to her, but maybe he’s just tricking her.

I explain that I am not sure what will happen. We move on in the story. The
classmates continue to fill the jar with names and encourage Unhei to select one. Unhei
receives a letter from her grandmother that day. After reading she fills a piece of paper
with her name stamp and stares at herself in the mirror.
Elia:

I bet she will keep her name. The letter from her grandmother
might have made her think about why it is important to keep it.

Jasmine:

I think she should keep her name. You aren’t supposed to be like
everyone else anyway. Right?
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After I agree, we continue with the story. Unhei is at Mr. Kim’s store. He greets
her and to her surprise her classmate, Joey, who she befriended is in there. He questions
her name and pronounces it incorrectly. Mr. Kim helps him say it correctly and tells him
the meaning of her name. He says her name correctly which makes her smile and then he
leaves the store. The next day at school the name jar is missing. The kids all look for it.
After the jar is not found, Unhei decides to tell the class her real name. She says it, writes
it in English and Korean, explains that it has a meaning, and the class begins to say it
correctly.
Elia:

I’m glad she told them her real name. I think that was good.

Mike:

I think she feels proud now of her name. I mean I think she was
proud before, but when the other kids made fun of her she was
upset and then didn’t want to be made fun of, so she wanted to
change it. But then her grandma’s letter and maybe Mr. Kim and
her mom made her feel better about keeping it. She looks happy
about it now that she told everyone.

Andrew:

I’m glad they said her name right. People say my last name wrong.
I don’t get mad though, but I wish it wasn’t always said wrong.

Luis:

I’m glad she told them her real name. You shouldn’t be
embarrassed about your name.

Jason:

Me too. I think it was good she did it.

Next, Unhei’s mother calls her downstairs because her friend Joey is there. He is
holding the name jar. He explains that he took it because he wanted her to keep her own
name. He encourages her to fill the jar with Korean names for the class to pick from, as
nicknames. He then tells her how Mr. Kim helped him select his own Korean nickname.
He pulls out his own name stamp and the paper with her name stamp on it and he puts his
stamp next to it. Unhei reads it in Korean, Chinku, and in English, friend.
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Jada:

I like that story. He was a good friend and didn’t make fun of her.

Elia:

When my mom takes me to get my nails done she calls that lady
Cathy. Do you think that is an American name and not her Chinese
name?

Me:

I am not sure. Maybe you could politely ask her if that is an
American name. Talk to your mom about it. Also, are you sure she
is Chinese?

Elia:

I think so, she looks Chinese. She looks like the girl in the book.

Me:

Unhei is Korean, not Chinese.

Marc:

Yeah, Chinese people work at the Chinese restaurant. But they do
look like that girl.

Then, I have a brief conversation with the class about stereotypes regarding
people of Asian culture. I show them on a map where the continent of Asia is. I explain
how it is full of many countries with different languages, customs, and how just like our
classroom and America not everyone looks the same. I encourage them to be mindful of
saying someone is from one culture when they may be from another. From this
conversation someone asks if you can be African-American and white. I begin to explain
that yes you can be biracial and look white or black. I point to the continent of Africa and
explain that there are white Africans living there. Some students seem confused. The
students were quiet. I believed that some of the information may have been beyond their
understanding of geography and race. However, I hoped that the conversation led them to
become more aware of physical representations not being directly related to an
individual's cultural identity.
I Can Relate…
At the time of the study, three students’ families were experiencing housing
insecurity under the McKinney-Vento Act of New Jersey. Other students in the class
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were either living below the poverty line or came from family households earning
incomes above the poverty line. Therefore, in week two, I selected the stories Those
Shoes by Maribeth Boelts and Yard Sale by Eve Bunting. These stories prompted
students to make more personal connections to the stories. The students engaged in
conversations as they related to their own experiences with poverty.
The story begins with a young boy, Jeremy, dreaming of these popular new
basketball shoes. He lives with his grandmother in an apartment in the city. He tells his
grandmother how much he wants the shoes. She explains that there is no room for want,
only need. As a class we have a brief discussion about the difference between wants and
needs.
Chris:

I want a new bike, but I don’t need it.

Jason:

I want an Xbox, but I don’t need it. But I really want it. Ha ha!

I describe how his grandmother is explaining that may want those shoes, but he
needs winter boots. I asked the class why they think Jeremy cannot have both and what
did grandma mean when she said there is no room for want.
Andrew:

Maybe they are poor and he can’t afford to get both.

Luis:

If they were poor why would they have a house.

Andrew:

I think it’s an apartment.

Luis:

I live in an apartment and I’m not poor. Poor people live on the
street in a tent.

We had a conversation with the class about how poverty affects people in many
different ways. I explained that not everyone living in poverty is homeless and people can
live in a house and be living in poverty too. The story continues with all, but a few, of the
kids in Jeremy's class wearing those new shoes. Then one day Jeremy’s shoe comes apart
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and the guidance counselor gives him new shoes, but they are Velcro and have a cartoon
on them.
Jason remembered, “One time Mrs. M gave me new shoes, not because I’m poor,
but because my lace got broke and she didn’t want me to get hurt, she said. But she didn’t
want them back and my mom said she didn’t want me to wear them. She just fixed my
lace. She gave me a coat last too. You gave me a bookbag too once remember? Now I got
like 3. I got a lot of new stuff from school.” Jason is one of my student’s currently in our
school because of the McKinney Vento Act. He was once living in his grandfather’s
apartment with other family members. Then, living in his mom’s car. Now, he lives in
another town but gets bussed in. He is repeating second-grade due to missing so much
school last year and not attending virtually as well.
Luis suggested, “It was nice the teacher gave him shoes, but he’s probably
embarrassed because they are baby shoes.”
Then, as we read on, the story shows Jeremy returning to class in the new shoes
and all of the kids laughing but one kid, Antonio. I ask the students why they think he’s
not laughing.
Marc:

Probably because he doesn’t have those new sneakers like the
other kids too.

Elia:

Maybe he feels bad for him because they’re friends and he doesn’t
want anyone laughing at him.

Mike:

Well, maybe he is like Jeremy.

Me:

What do you mean?

Mike:

Well, maybe he doesn’t have a lot of money and can only get the
things that he needs. Like Jeremy’s grandma said. So, maybe he
didn’t want to laugh because he knows what it feels like.
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Me:

That’s an interesting connection. I think that makes sense. Let’s
keep reading and find out.

The story continues with Jeremy thinking about the new sneakers still and
grandma suggesting they go look at them because she has some money saved. They go to
the store and when the grandma looks at the price, she feels sad. Jeremy comforts her.
The students express feelings of empathy.
Jasmine:

I feel bad for her. She didn’t have the money.

Jada:

That’s sad. She wanted to get him the shoes but she can’t because
she didn't have enough. She feels bad too.

Andrew:

But Jeremy isn’t mad. He feels sad too. I think he doesn’t want his
grandma to feel sad. See he’s touching her arm in the picture.

Next, the story depicts Jeremy suggesting they go to a thrift shop. I stop and ask if
anyone knew what a thrift store was. To my surprise no one did. I explained what it was
and kept reading. Jeremy finds the shoes in the thrift store, but they do not fit him. He
uses his own money to buy them because his grandma says she can’t spend good money
on shoes that don’t fit. Grandma buys him new snow boots instead.
Luis:

Why would he buy them if they don’t fit? He could save his money
up to buy ones that do.

Marc:

Maybe he wants to fit in like everyone else so he doesn’t care.

Jason:

I wouldn’t want shoes that don’t fit. They hurt. Look at his feet
with the Band-Aids. He probably got blisters.

Then Jeremy is wearing the shoes until he cannot any longer, but he never wears
them to school. He puts back on the shoes from the counselor. He then begins noticing
Antonio’s shoes, how they have tape on them and they are smaller than his own. At the
park they play basketball together and he notices his shoes even more. He keeps saying to
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himself and then out loud, I’m not going to do it. I asked the students what they think he’s
talking about.
Andrew:

Maybe he’s going to give him his shoes since his feet are smaller
than his.

Elia:

Yeah, that’s what I think. He didn’t laugh at him either remember.
So, maybe he will give them away to him.

Mike:

Well, I was thinking that too. He kept watching his shoes in the
story. He didn’t laugh at him and he didn’t have those shoes either
like all the other kids did. Plus, he has tape on his shoes and
ummm…maybe he’s gonna give him the shoes like how the
teacher gave him shoes when he needed them.

I agree with their thoughts and we continue the story. Antonio comes to Jeremy’s
house and sees the sneakers. He asks why he never wears them as he stares in awe at
them. That night Jeremy thinks about Antonio and tries his shoes on in the morning one
last time.
Chris:

He’s gonna give him the shoes! I bet he didn’t want to because he
wants them too. That’s why he tried them on again. I think he
wants to be nice to Antonio because he needs new shoes too.

Jeremy leaves the shoes on Antonio’s porch and runs away. He is happy but
envious as Antonio shows off his shoes at school. It begins to snow, and the teacher tells
the class to put on their boots to go outside and Jeremy feels happy to wear new black
boots that no kid has ever worn before. Then, while they are outside, Antonio thanks
Jeremy for the sneakers. Jeremy smiles and they race off playing.
Jada:

I think that was nice that he did that. But he probably could have
sold them and got some money. Then, maybe he could buy his
own.

Luis:

Did he leave the shoes and run away because it was a surprise?
Why didn’t he just give him the shoes if Antonio already knew
they were from him?
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Me:

What do you guys think?

Mike:

Well, ummm… maybe he didn’t want Antonio to know that the
shoes were from him. Maybe he just wanted him to be happy.
Antonio probably knew because they weren’t new sneakers, they
were from that thrift place, and maybe there was a stain on them or
something when Antonio saw them the night before, so he knew
they were from Jeremy.

Jasmine:

Maybe he didn’t want to embarrass him. He didn’t want Antonio to
feel bad he had taped up shoes and needed new ones, so he just left
them.

Chris:

I hope that Jeremy can get the sneakers too. It was nice he gave
them away, but I feel bad he didn’t have them now.

Jasmine:

Yeah, but now he has the snow boots that are brand new and he
can wear them in the winter.

Throughout this story the students showed a lot of empathy toward the characters.
They made personal connections as well and gained a greater understanding of what
families and friends will do for each other. Some students were unaware of the financial
issues present in the text. Student experience definitely played a role in the conversation.
The connection related to being given things when needed was shared with reluctancy.
The student wanted to be clear he was not “poor”. This resonated with me. It speaks
volumes about how students want to be viewed. The other student suggesting he sell the
shoes to save and buy new ones and the other student hoping that the character still gets
the shoes indicates that they were looking for that happy ending for the character. So,
although the students recognized the impact of poverty on the character and they showed
empathy towards him, they still believed he could get what he wanted. Furthermore, the
way students viewed poverty was interesting. One student suggested living in an
apartment could mean an individual was poor, which was offensive to another student.
This conversation suggests students need additional support and understanding of what
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poverty can look like in certain families. Additionally, the conversation by the students
emphasizes the relevance of the inclusion of texts with themes of poverty in SEL
morning meetings.
Next, we read The Yard Sale. The story presents a family having a yard sale and
the parents are sad and tell the daughter there is no room for all of these things in their
new place. The text does not explain why they are selling their things and moving to a
smaller place. After showing the students the title and discussing what a yard sale was, as
well as listening to their connections, I turned to the title page. On the page, the dad is
standing in front of the home with a yard sale sign and he is frowning. I asked the class
how they thought the dad might feel, based on the picture.
Andrew:

He's sad because he's frowning.

I asked them why they thought he might be sad. I told them that most people are
happy to have a yard sale and get rid of things they no longer need and make some
money. It was silent at first. Many students didn’t share initially.
Jada:

Maybe they couldn't pay their bills anymore and they were getting
kicked out of their house. So now they have to sell all their stuff
because they have to live somewhere else and can't fit it there. Like
me. We got kicked out, now I have no stuff anymore. I had to
leave most of it. I was sad when it happened and my mom cried.
Now we have to stay with my grandma until mom can get some
more money. She said we have to live in an apartment.

This story, as well as the student sharing her initial experience, then led other kids
to share about times they were evicted, parents unable to pay bills, and more.
Jason:

We had to leave our apartment because my mom didn’t pay rent.
We have to get a new apartment. I was scared because my mom
kept crying and screaming to the guy.

Chris:

My grandma didn’t pay for her car and someone came and took it.
Well, she didn’t tell me but I heard her tellin’ my mom.
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Luis:

My mom couldn’t pay for the tv and we couldn’t watch tv no
more. I was mad, but then she made the money to fix it.

The story had a happy ending, the family was in an apartment and everything
appeared well. I asked the students to think about and then turn and talk to their
neighbors to discuss whether or not they think other people in a similar situation
experience a “happy ending”. The conversations were mixed. However, most
conversations surrounded finding a solution to get to a “happy ending”. One pair/share
led to a more challenging conversation:
Jada:

Well, I think if they are together then they should be happy. Just
like the people in the book.

Marc:

But what if they had no money for the apartment? Then they don’t
have no place to go.

Jada:

Well, maybe they can go to their grandmom’s or aunt’s apartment.
That would help and they would be happy then.

Marc:

What if they don’t have anybody? My grandmom lives far away.
Where do they go?

Jason:

They can live in their car or a hotel.

Marc:

But what if they don’t have money or a car?

Then the students directly asked me. I stopped and had them share with the group
their conversation. I asked if anyone knew where people go if they do not have a place to
live?
Luis:

They are homeless and live on the street.

Mike:

Well, they could go to a shelter. We make peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches at our church for people in a shelter.

It got quiet for a moment, almost somber. These conversations led one student to
tell me how he was living with his grandfather and aunt because they were evicted. He
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explained that was the reason he missed so much school last year and at the beginning of
this year, because mom was not always able to get him to school in time. This led me to
speak with the guidance counselor to get his family busing and support. This story
provided many connections for students. They shared very personal experiences that they
had. After Jada shared her experience with the class, other students began to open up and
share similar experiences. I believe Jada’s ability to share made others feel safe sharing
something so personal. Students continued to look for a happy ending solution when I
asked them to think of an alternate ending to the story. They worked toward solutions to
all of the suggested problems their classmates had. However, I found their solutions
interesting. Many students had answers to the problems based on personal experiences
related to housing insecurity. I believe that based on my student population, the theme of
poverty was an important inclusion to our SEL morning meetings. This theme provided
students with the ability to connect to the text because of their shared experiences, but
also allowed other students to recognize that their peers were experiencing similar
problems. This gave them the opportunity to gain more social awareness and selfawareness.
Getting to the Why
In week three, texts included the topic of race. Students listened to the stories
Uncle Jed’s Barbershop by Margaree Mitchell and The Other Side by Jacqueline
Woodson. These texts required historical context for students to fully understand the
“why” of what was happening within the texts. Students were very curious about why
certain things were occurring in the story. First, we read Uncle Jed’s Barbershop. The
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students struggled with understanding many aspects of the story. They had many
questions as we read this story.
Andrew:

Why didn’t people have dreams like that in those days? What does
that mean? Everyone can dream, right?

Jada:

Why did they have to travel so far to go to a barbershop?

Then, when the character in the story got sick and had to wait in the “colored
waiting room” the students were confused again. As I took some time to provide
historical context for them and explain what happened during that time, there was a
silence among the students. The class was almost somber and seemed in deep thought.
Trying to make sense of it Luis suggested, “Maybe because the president was bad.
So, the government was bad and didn’t want to change.” I again tried to explain the laws
at that time to support their understanding. Next, we read in the story how the character
had to wait for all the white patients to be seen first. Then, we read that the character
could not have a lifesaving operation, because they did not have the money. The students
had many comments to share.
Jada:

Wait! She was about to die. Why didn’t they help her?

Elia:

That’s not fair! Everyone should get help!

Then, the students started to discuss the issue of money.
Andrew:

That’s selfish and greedy that the doctor only wants the money!

Jasmine:

She is no different because she is black! Why do they want her to
die?

Mike:

If she was white and didn’t have money would they let her die
back then?

The students were very upset by what was occurring in the story. I did my best to
support their questions and provide historical background. The students were angry and
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upset by the injustices evident in the text based on their conversations. The story
provided a happy ending, which pleased them but still left them quiet and upset. I knew
we needed to have more conversations surrounding race and the historical injustices to
further support their understanding.
Next, we read The Otherside. This story provided students with another view of
race regarding friendships during a period in our history where mixing races was either
not allowed or frowned upon. The story begins with an image of a fence dividing two
houses and a mom telling her daughter not to climb over the fence because it wasn’t safe.
I ask if the students know why it is not safe, they are unsure at first. The next page shows
two girls, one black and one white, on opposite sides of the fence staring at each other.
The following page shows the white child asking the black child and her friends if she
can play jump rope with them and they say no, although the main character considers yes
as well. I ask my students why the girls won’t allow the white child to play.
Jason:

Well, the other girl's mom said she can’t go on the other side
because it’s not safe. So, maybe the white girl isn’t.

Elia:

Maybe they think the girl is going to be mean to them.

Me:

Why?

Elia:

Well maybe…ummm…it’s because I think…ummm…she might,
because she…ummm.

I could sense she wanted to express something, but she may have been uncomfortable. I
remind her this is our safe space and that she will not in any way hurt my feelings by
sharing her thoughts.
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Elia:

Well…maybe she’s going to be rude to them…because she’s
white. Well…because…ummm…maybe other white people were
rude to them.

I ask the class to think about why the main character is not sure what she would
say, maybe yes or maybe no.
Chris:

Her mom said it was dangerous and she shouldn’t go over the
fence. So, maybe she would say no because of that. But she looks
nice so maybe she would say yes because of that.

Marc:

The girl might want another friend and so she thinks yes, but she
never played with a white girl before and her mom said it’s not
safe and so she thinks no.

We continue reading and the characters meet and introduce themselves. They like
each other. I ask the kids what they are thinking.
Jason:

Maybe they can be friends.

Jada:

Clover (the black main character) is going to apologize to Annie
(the white main character) and then they can be friends now.

Me:

Why would Clover apologize to Annie? Did Clover do something
wrong?

I was expecting her to say something related to race and not being able to go on
the other side, but Jada explained, “She didn’t let Annie play with her at jump rope so
she’s gonna say sorry and then they can play.” I hadn’t thought about that during the
conversation. Next, the two girls take each other’s hand and sit on the fence together. The
kids didn’t say anything at first. Marc looked at Chris and put his hand on his mouth.
Me:

What are you thinking? Share with us.

Marc:

Clover is gonna get in trouble cause her mom said not to go over to
the other side.

Most of the students were in agreement with Marc thinking mom would be mad
or punish her for not listening to her rule about the other side. The story then shows
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Clovers’ friends playing and looking at Clover and Annie funny. I ask the students to
think about why they were looking at them funny.
Elia:

Maybe they are mad at her because she’s playin with a white girl.

Andrew:

Well maybe it is because her friend’s think she’s going to go on
the other side and be like that.

Me:

Can you explain what you mean?

Andrew:

I mean that now she’s going to be ok on the other side and you
know, like the white people, and they are going to not like that
because they have to stay separated and all. Plus, their moms said
the other side isn’t safe.

Then, we see that the mom is not upset that they are friends. Also, Clover’s
friends are no longer upset, including Sandra. I ask the class if they think the rest of the
world, at that time, would be ok with them being friends. The classroom response was a
mixture of yes and no. However, the students did not provide any clear explanation to
their reply. I explained how most people would not be ok with their friendship, because
of the way things were at that time. We briefly reviewed some history they had learned
throughout the year in regard to the Civil Rights movement. The story concludes with all
the girls sitting on the fence with Annie and Annie states how one day someone is going
to come along and knock down the fence. To which Clover replies, someday. I ask the
students what they think that statement means. Some students said that the fence is old
and needs to be fixed or how she is saying someone will knock it down and they cannot
sit there anymore. However, Andrew suggested, “Maybe she’s sayin that the fence is
between blacks and whites and that it’s gonna come down one day.” Then we had a brief
discussion again about the Civil Rights Movement as it would relate to the “fence” in the
story.
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The students were returning to their seats when Mike asked, “Mrs. Brown, should
I be happy or sad that I’m white?” It was the first time during any of our meetings that I
was worried about my response. I asked Mike to explain why he asked that question. He
said, “Well, I feel like I should be happy, but I feel like I should be sad because my
ancestors did that to black people. I feel guilty that I’m white and they did that.” I
responded with, “You shouldn’t feel guilty. You should always be happy and proud of
yourself regardless of your race. We learn about our past so we can do better and work
toward change. What you feel shouldn’t be guilt, only empathy and respect for others.
Yes, it was wrong what happened but we must learn from the past and do better.” This
comment made me think deeply about his question and my response. Did I say the right
thing? Did I support him in the right way? Was I mindful of all of the other students too?
I wanted to make sure that his concerns were addressed, so I let his mom know what he
had asked and how I answered. However, I felt it best for her to speak with him as well.
This was a powerful, and yet unexpected way to end this morning meeting.
Students shared experiences and made connections regarding race. However,
students had many questions regarding these stories. They struggled to understand why or
how these experiences of the characters took place. This could be due to the limited
social studies content in the curriculum. Often students gain a deeper understanding of
such topics around January and February when we typically discuss Martin Luther King
Jr. and Black History month. This made me question our curriculum and the inclusion, or
lack thereof, of historical content related to our American history. The constant question
of why led to greater discussion and conversations regarding the topic of race relations
and the history surrounding it. I believe through these texts, I learned that students need
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more history instruction. We cannot wait until January or February to provide history that
relates to race relations in America.
Different but the Same…
In week four, texts addressing race continued. I felt it was necessary to have
students identify issues regarding race that they may see today. I wondered what
conversations would come from these two stories. Students listened to Not Quite Snow
White by Ashley Franklin and Black is Brown is Tan by Arnold Adoff. These texts
continued our conversations as they related to racial issues the students may connect with
on a different level. First, we read Not Quite Snow White. The story is about a young
African American girl who wants to be Snow White in the school play. Before reading,
students were asked to draw in their journals what the perfect princess might look like.
Most students drew a princess resembling Cinderella or Rapunzel, only one student drew
a princess of color. (Appendix B) Most students drew a princess with blonde hair and
light skin.
First, I began the story by asking who each person’s favorite princess was. Most
said a Disney princess like Ariel, Belle, or Rapunzel. Their reasoning is that she is either
pretty, has long pretty hair, her dress is pretty, and other things related to appearance.
However, one student suggests another princess because he connects with her.
Marc:

My mom’s favorite princess is Tiana. I like her too, but I don’t
really like princesses.

Me:

Why do you like her?

Marc:

Well, she’s black and my mom loves black and my culture is
black. So, I like that she’s black.
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We listen to the story. Most students are engaged and don’t offer much
conversation. However, one part of the book shows the other kids talking about the main
character, Tameika, and why she is not fit to play Snow White, too tall or too chubby or
too brown.
Elia:

Why are they talking about her? Can’t she be Snow White if she’s
black?”

Me:

What do you think Elia?

Elia:

Yes, I think so.

The other students nod or say yes in agreement.
Luis:

I never saw a chubby princess before. Disney doesn’t have one. I
never thought about that.

I ask the class why they think they have never seen a chubby princess before. No
one says anything about it at first. Then Jasmine suggested, “Maybe people won’t think
that’s a pretty princess. I don’t know.”
The rest of the class remains quiet as we continue reading. In the end the main
character, Tameika, gets the lead role. As expected, the students are happy with the
ending. I suggest they think of an alternate ending where she does not get the role. I ask
the students to think about what the other characters were saying about Tameika and if
they think those could be reasons someone would not get a lead role in a play. The
students begin to talk to me and each other.
Chris:

I’ve never seen a chubby princess before, so maybe.

Jada:

Skin doesn’t matter, you can be anything. I don’t think someone
should not get to be in the play because they’re black. That
wouldn’t be fair.
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Andrew:

I think that would be wrong if they were reasons why she wouldn’t
get the part in the play. I think it should be if you are good or bad
at the part.

I asked the students if they had anything else to share about the book. Feelings
they may have, questions, or comments. A few more students shared.
Luis:

I think you should just do what you want and not listen to other
people.

Elia:

Well, my mom says if someone is judging you, they’re jealous of
your beauty. So, you have to ignore that.

Mike:

Boys can be princesses too. They can be anything too. Well,
maybe they would be a prince because girls are usually princesses.
I mean I don’t think boys should wear dresses and wigs. I’d be
embarrassed, but if a boy wanted to do that it’s ok if they want I
guess.

He looked around the room as if to see how others were responding, and a few
kids nodded in agreement. I too agreed with his statement.
Jasmine:

I want to do my princess drawing again and make it look like me
with brown skin.

The students seem to have gained some understanding of the importance of
recognizing and accepting differences. They also learned the importance of not accepting
the happy ending. Through our discussion they learned that there can be fairness or
unfairness when it comes to getting a role in a play. Furthermore, they learned how one’s
physical appearance can be part of that decision.
The next text we read was Black is Brown is Tan. The text depicts a biracial
family and it is written similar to a poem or song. The afterword of the text discusses the
couple whom the text is based on, the author and his wife, and how they violated
segregation laws in 1960. I begin our meeting by reading the title and showing the cover
of the text.
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Marc:

Why is the dad white and the mom brown?

Me:

I don’t know. They are a family. That’s who they are and that’s
what they look like. What do you all think about that? Is it ok to be
a family who looks like that?

Elia:

Yea. My cousin’s black and his girlfriend is white.

Jada:

My grandma is white. My mom and dad are black though, like me.

Mike:

Ummm… I think they love each other and they look happy so it
shouldn’t matter.

Marc:

Well, I just think it’s kinda weird.

Me:

Why do you think it’s weird?

Marc:

I just think brown people should marry brown people.

Andrew:

I don’t think it’s weird, but in my religion you have to marry
someone like us. They have to be the same religion as me.

I explain how everyone can feel what they want is best for them or their families;
however, through our meetings we are working towards acceptance and kindness. I
further explain that just because something or someone is different from you does not
mean they should be treated any differently. The class agrees by nodding or saying yes or
yea.
Next, I begin reading the text. The story shows the family in bed, having dinner
together, hugging, singing songs, everyday things together. Then, mom is introduced and
at one point the text states, “i am black

i am brown…”

Chris:

Why do people say brown people are black?

Marc:

I know I’m not black. My skin is brown.

Other students of color nod or voice their agreement with his statement.
Me:
or

I agree. I am called white, but my skin does not look like this paper
white board.
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I explain that I suspect that these terms began being used as a way to define races
based on a color, shades of white and black. The students are satisfied and I continue
reading. The father is now introduced and the conversation turns back to describing skin
as black and white because the text states:
i am white

the milk

is white

i am not the color of the milk
i am white

the snow

is white

i am not the color of the snow
Mike:

Ummm…I don’t look like the color of milk or snow either. I don’t
think we should be called white or ummm black.

Jason:

Yea the mom said she was black and brown like chocolate milk.
My skin is like chocolate milk, but not like your black shoe.

Andrew:

I’m tan!

Jasmine:

I’m kinda tan too. My skin looks like yours but it has more brown
in it.

Me:

What do you think would be the best thing to say instead?

Jasmine:

People!

She began laughing and the class did too. When no other comment was offered, I
continued to read. Additional family members are introduced in the story: the father’s
sister, the mother’s brother and both grandmothers and things they do together. Then, I
read the afterword. The students are surprised and saddened to learn that it was against
the law in twenty-eight states, in 1960, for blacks and whites to marry.
Luis:

Could they go to jail because of it?

I explain that that could happen and most likely did in many situations.
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Elia:

What?! That is so sad. How can they do that? Why can’t you marry
who you want?

Jada:

That’s stupid! You should only go to jail if you do something bad.

I explain how I agree, but that it was the law at that time and so if you break the
law you could be arrested.
Marc:

Like Rosa Parks. She got arrested for sitting on the bus right and
not moving for a white person.

Mike:

Well, I think it’s not ok that they had laws like that. It makes me
sad that they couldn’t get married or they could go to jail.

Jada:

You should be able to marry who you want. Your skin shouldn’t
have anything to do with it.

We had a brief conversation and discussed the afterword further and how it states
in 2000 sixty-three racial combinations were recognized in the United States. We
discussed how with time laws and attitudes, of many but not all, have changed. I remind
the students that our morning meetings are an opportunity for us to listen to stories that
may show us a different view than our own. The goal is to talk about it and learn from it
so we can grow to become kind and considerate people who are accepting of others.
The students are becoming aware of the injustices present in text. They can
clearly explain the unfairness in the laws regarding interracial marriages. They still
question and try to make sense of the history surrounding interracial marriages. They
have begun to make connections to other historical injustices, Rosa Parks. They further
try to interpret the words used to describe them, black and white. They see themselves as
shades of these colors and not so “black and white”. It is clear that they are becoming
more self-aware through these comments.
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Who’s Role? Male VS Female
In week five, students listened to a Cherokee story called The First Strawberries
retold by Joseph Bruchac. This story highlighted gender roles of men and women. The
First Strawberries explains how strawberries came to be, however, the quarrel between
the husband and wife prompted many conversations regarding gender roles. It led to
students discussing what is considered appropriate toys for boys and girls, and also
household roles for men and women.
The story begins by saying how when the earth was new, the Creator made man
and woman at the same time so that they wouldn’t be lonesome. Then one day the man
comes home from hunting and the woman has not prepared a meal for them, instead she
is picking flowers and so he becomes angry that there is no meal to eat. They fight and
the woman leaves.
Andrew:

Why is he mad? Didn’t he go hunting? Maybe she was waiting for
him to bring the food home to cook.

I found this to be very observant of him.
Chris:

Well, maybe he was hungry from hunting and wanted food to eat.
She’s home so she should have cooked dinner. My mom cooks
dinner because she doesn’t work.

Marc:

My dad cooks in my house.

Jada:

Anyone can cook, but mostly moms do.

Jasmine:

Mom should cook and dad should do the dishes. They should help
each other. Girls usually cook though.

Me:

How many of you think girls/women should cook or do other
household chores?

Jason:

Yea, they are good at it. That’s why they always do it. My mom
and grandma always cook in my house.
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Andrew:

I think more girls cook in the world. In my culture, it’s always the
girls that help with cooking food. I don’t help, but my sister has to
help my mom and grandmom. My dad and uncle don’t help either.

The story concludes with the man and woman ending their quarrel and that’s how
the first strawberries came to be. After reading, I asked the students if they wanted to
discuss the story further or share any other thoughts that they had.
Luis:

My dad has to take me to practice, so my mom has to cook and
clean and take care of the baby. I think most moms do that.

Chris:

I think girls are better cooks and they should do the cooking
because it is what girls do. It’s a girl's job.

Elia:

Why is it a girl’s job? Boys and girls can do the same things.

Chris:

Well boys are better at sports and stuff. Girls play kitchen so that’s
why they cook.

Elia:

I’m good at soccer and basketball. I play video games too. Boys
don’t just do that.

The conversation begins to shift. The students now start talking about boys being
better at sports and video games than girls and girls being better at reading and playing
with Barbies than boys. I explain to the class that these comments are considered
stereotypes. I explain what the word stereotype means. I then remind them how part of
our work in our SEL meetings is towards developing a better understanding of
differences, while also recognizing that we are equal. It is evident that gender roles are
part of their daily life. Additionally, these stereotypical gender roles may be present
within their individual homes, as well as on television, the Internet, and in texts they read.
It is important to begin changing this narrative of roles for males and females. Students
need to be exposed to more diverse roles for both men and women in and out of the
classroom.
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Student Conceptualization
In week six, students listened to stories with topics related to gender identity and
sexual identity. Students listened to the stories Julian is a Mermaid by Jessica Love and
Stella Brings the Family by Miriam B. Schiffer. These stories led to conversations about
gender roles again. However, the students were less aware of these themes and how they
impact LGBTQ+ people. This lack of awareness was evident in their conversations and
how the focus was more about gender roles.
I began our meeting by having the students draw a picture of a “perfect family”
(Appendix C). Then I asked the students to describe their pictures or tell me what the
perfect family would look like. Multiple children said a mom, dad, brother, and sister
make a perfect family. Others simply said mom, dad, and kids.
Jasmine:

A perfect family is happy. Some families aren’t happy. They don’t
get along or they are angry.

Marc:

Some families look different and some are the same, but if they
love each other then that’s perfect.

Next, I showed the class the cover of the text. I read the title and said this is
Stella’s family. No one said anything at first. I said these are her dads and together they
make a family. A few students giggled, but no one said anything else. I began reading the
story. The story begins with Stella in class learning about the Mother’s Day celebration
they will be having. She’s worried because she doesn’t have a mother, she has two dads.
The story goes on to emphasize her worrying about this. I stop at times and ask the
students to think about this and share their thoughts. The student’s felt concern and
empathy about Stella not having a mom.
Elia:

She has no mom. I feel sad for her.
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Jason:

I think she might be jealous or self-conscious. She’s probably sad
for herself to be different. She doesn’t want them to laugh at her.

Luis:

Maybe she’s worried that she’s gonna get in trouble because it’s a
mom’s day and not a dad’s day. She feels bad too because she has
no mom.

Jada:

I think it’s sad she doesn’t have a mom. She is probably sad too.
Maybe she died or got a new husband. Moms take care of us. I
love my mom.

I asked the class to think about families again and if they think everyone has a mother.
There is a combination of yes and no. Someone says, “Well everyone has a mother when
they’re born.” I agree that someone must give birth to them, but I explain some reasons
why not everyone has a mother. As we continue reading the character thinks about who
else she could bring to the Mother’s Day celebration. The students stop and share their
thoughts as well.
Elia:

She could still bring her dad and papa even though she doesn’t
have a mom.

Marc:

She could bring her nonna because she’s a girl.

Andrew:

She mentioned her Aunt Gloria. She could go with her.

Me:

Do you think only girls can go? She has two loving parents, two
dads.

Mike:

Well, umm…no but it is Mother’s Day. Her dad and papa don’t
celebrate Mother’s Day.

We continue reading to the end of the story, where Stella decided to bring
multiple family members. She brought her dads, nonna, aunt, uncle, and cousin. I ask the
students if they think she did the right thing by bringing everyone. Many agreed that she
did. Not much elaboration took place. However, it became evident that the students did
not realize that the dads were married and that she was their daughter.
Chris:

I wonder what happened to her mom.
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Jada:

Maybe she was Aunt Gloria’s daughter and she gave her away to
them.

Me:

There is no mention of a mom because these are her dads. They are
a couple, I’m not sure if they’re married, but she is their daughter.

I see some confusion on faces and hear a snicker or two.
Chris:

Did they adopt her?

Me:

I am not sure.

I then asked the class what they think of two dads being a family? I reminded
them about our activity in the beginning and our conversation about what a perfect family
is.
Jason:

It’s a little weird.

Luis:

It’s not really weird, I mean, maybe they just wanted to be a
family.

Mike:

I thought they were brothers. One was papa and the other was dad.

Luis:

Yeah, I thought it was her dad and that papa was her grandpa.

Mike:

The dad with the blonde hair did act kinda like a mom. He was
always smiling and he cooked the dinner. The papa was a big hit at
the celebration because he was giving piggyback rides and dads do
those things.

To close the lesson, we once more discussed families and how all families are
different, for whatever reason, and that ultimately love is what makes a family not the
people in it. I found it interesting that the students did not recognize that the dads were a
couple. One reason may be related to the names given to the dads, papa and dad.
However, once I explained that they were a couple the students reacted with comments
that expressed their confusion. I wondered if they had limited understanding or awareness
of same sex couples. I did find it interesting that the one student assigned gender roles to
the dads; I wondered why he thought that. When I asked him why he thought that he just
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explained that it was what he thought. What I expected from the inclusion of this text was
not the outcome I received.
Next, we read the text Julian is a Mermaid. Before reading I asked the class,
“What’s a mermaid?”
Marc:

A human girl with a tail.

Mike:

A centaur but a girl version that is a fish not a horse.

Andrew:

A girl with a big tail.

Luis:

And sparkles!

Jada:

Pink, purple, or rainbow hair too!

Marc:

It can’t have blue hair though because they’re girls.

Immediately, I could identify existing stereotypes. Mermaids are girls and
typically “girl” colors were associated with them, not blue though as if that color was
related to boys only and boys cannot be mermaids. Then, I read the title of the story.
Andrew:

Is that a boy or a girl? I can’t tell.

Luis:

Maybe she’s imagining she’s a mermaid.

Chris:

She needs a shirt or a bra. It’s a girl!

Me:

Why do you all think it’s a girl?

Chris:

Girls can be mermaids, boys can’t.

Marc:

It’s a girl because of the name, Julian, it’s girly.

Mike:

It’s a girl…ummm to me…I mean I know boys can be mermaids
too, but it’s usually girls.

Elia:

I think it’s a boy. Maybe he dreams to be a mermaid because he
knows he can be different.

I tell the class that Juilian is a boy. Two students stare at each other and giggle,
but otherwise no one else reacts. The story begins with Julian living with his nana, and
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we learn he loves mermaids. A few students laugh when Julian imagines himself in the
water, clothes coming off, as he transforms into a mermaid.
Chris:

He’s naked!

Luis:

Why is his tail pink and his hair so long? He had boy hair in the
beginning.

Jada:

Because he’s pretending to be a mermaid. He’s thinking it.

The story continues with Julian and his grandma getting off the train and Julian
waving to three women who look like mermaids. They get home and Julian tells his
grandma he’s a mermaid. She looks at him and tells him to be good while she takes a
bath. Julian has an idea; he begins to transform into a mermaid using things around the
house.
Marc:

That’s not a good idea. It’s kinda weird too that he’s putting on the
lipstick. Yea, yea, my mom would never let me do that. I saw boys
with nail polish.

Mike:

It’s like the princess story we read. He can be what he wants to be
too.

Me:

What are you all thinking? Talk about your thoughts or feelings.

Andrew:

I think his grandma is going to be mad. He’s dressed up like a
mermaid…well maybe she’ll be mad because he used all her stuff.
Like he used her plant, curtain, and her lipstick. Well, in my
religion boys can’t do that. They can paint their nails or wear
make-up, even for play or Halloween. I’d get in trouble.

Jasmine:

I think she’s gonna be mad he used her stuff. He didn’t ask her. He
could break stuff.

I turn the page and Julian is standing in front of his nana dressed like a mermaid.
She stares at him angrily and walks away. Julian looks sad.
Elia:

She’s mad and now he is sad. I don’t think she likes that he dressed
up like that. Or maybe it’s because he used her stuff.
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Jasmine:

I knew she was gonna be mad at him.

A few students nod and voices echo in agreement. I turn to the next page and
Julian is staring at himself in the mirror feeling sad. Nana comes in and tells him to come
here. The students sit staring at the book wondering what will happen next, no one
speaks. I turn the page again. Nana gives Julian her pearl necklace to wear and they both
smile and leave the house.
Jada:

She’s not mad at him. She’s his grandma and loves him.

Luis:

I am surprised she didn’t yell at him and make him put her stuff
back.

Marc:

Why does he want to go outside like that? I wouldn’t play dress up
outside. Well once I wore my Spiderman costume to Walmart, but
I was little.

Elia:

Well maybe he doesn’t care what anyone says.

Mike:

Yeah, umm…maybe he just wants to be his-self. I think that’s ok.

The story concludes with nana taking Julian to a parade. He says, “Mermaids” in
excitement to which she replies, “Like you.” I ask the students to share their thoughts
with me about the story. The conversation starts with the story and then shifts to gender
stereotypes.
Jason:

At first I thought she was going to be mad. He used all her stuff to
dress up like a mermaid. Then, she didn’t care. I have a friend who
is a boy and he likes girl stuff like Barbies. I like that he is
different from me. He’s still a nice person.

Jada:

My sister likes boy toys and plays with my brother's toy wrestlers
and she’s 11.

Chris:

Girls don’t like to get dirty. So no riding dirt bikes. (Jason agrees.)

Luis:

Girls can wear skirts and dresses but not boys.

Andrew:

Girls don’t like video games.
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Mike:

Boys are better at video games. (Jada agrees.)

Jasmine:

Boys are better at sports like soccer. They kick better. (Most of the
class agrees.)

Jason:

Girls play with Barbies and LOL dolls and unicorns and Mrs.
Potato. And boys play with Mr. Potato and video games and
remote-control cars, Transformers, and robots and stuff like that.
Different stuff ya know!?

To close the lesson, we discussed their comments and stereotypes again like in the
previous meeting. I explained that boys and girls can be who they want and play with
what they want. There are new rules that say otherwise. Just like Julian wants to be a
mermaid, some girls might want to be Spiderman or another superhero. A few students
nodded in agreement. I reminded them again of the purpose of our SEL morning
meetings. I asked them to do their best to keep what they believe in, but work toward
understanding and being compassionate towards each other because that is how we grow
as the best version of ourselves.
Summary
Through the inclusion of diverse texts related to topics of identity, poverty, race,
gender, gender identity, and sexual identity during SEL meetings, students were able to
engage in critical conversations in a non-judgmental space. One question I had from the
start is what would a critical conversation look like in an elementary classroom, how
would diverse texts support conversations and how would this impact students’ social and
emotional learning? The intention was to discover what would happen when students
listened to texts related to these themes. I found that the less I spoke, the more the
students did. I asked questions to dive deeper into the conversations, but they were more
about how the students felt or what else they thought. What I expected them to discuss
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was not always the case. Critical conversations around sexual identity and gender identity
did not arise, instead conversations were more related to gender roles or stereotypes.
Critical conversations surrounding race led to requiring deeper understanding of history,
but also led to students feeling empathy or identifying injustices as unfair. Other critical
conversations about race led to questions of why different body types or genders can be
in a play, or left students trying to make sense of why color is identified a certain way,
black and white. Yet, the conversation did not focus on race as black and white as
expected. Students found other aspects of the texts to question. Critical conversation
surrounding poverty led students to open up and communicate their own connections and
personal experiences.
Most importantly, the use of diverse texts and critical conversations, although not
critical the way I anticipated, led to increased student empathy and improved classroom
culture to support student SEL. Social emotional intelligences are supported by these two
things because they support students’ increased social awareness, one of the five core
competencies of SEL. Students were able to share in the conversation without the fear of
judgment. This was evident in the many connections, experiences, or feelings students
shared that were sometimes very personal. Students began to look for opportunities to
include more or show kindness.
One example of this was apparent when a student came to school with her hair
styled a very different way then she usually did. She always wore tight braids, but on this
particular day she had puffs. She came in late and appeared very nervous, she kept
touching her hair. She sat at her seat and one of the students said, “I really like your hair
like that. You look nice.” Another student overheard the conversation and added, “Me
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too! You look pretty.” Another example of increased empathy was obvious during
Autism Awareness month. Students from our Autistic MD class would come around to
collect money. In the past students did not say much to the class or teacher stopping by.
This year, students would say hello or try to talk to the other students, compliment an
outfit or say something positive. One student said, “My sister is autistic. It’s ok to be
different.”
The inclusion of diverse texts and critical conversations during SEL meetings also
led students to develop a deeper understanding, or appreciation, of the themes and their
relationship to SEL. One example of this was evident during the students' selection of
summer reading texts. As the students searched for texts to read this summer, I found
multiple students selecting diverse texts related to race, gender, and poverty. One student
selected the text, Same, Same But Different by Jenny Sue Kostecki-Shaw. He said to me,
“Do you think this is a good book for me? I thought it looked good because it reminded
me of one of our morning meeting books.” Another student selected a book on kindness
and said that it was like something we would use for one of our meetings. Others found
books we used during SEL morning meetings and beamed with excitement to show me
their findings. These examples emphasize the importance, and impact, diverse literature
can have on students during SEL morning meetings.
Through analyzing the data, it is clear that diverse texts play a positive role in
social and emotional learning. These texts support critical conversations that allow
students to not only see themselves but others as they exist in the world around them.
Through the use of diverse texts and student conversations during SEL meetings, students
showed increased understanding and empathy toward others. Furthermore, they were able
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to make connections to the texts to support their own self-awareness and share in a
nonthreatening environment. Although students bring their own social and emotional
intelligences to school daily, these meetings supported their ability to become aware of
themselves and others in order to become a more positive member of the community.
The final chapter will present a summary of the findings, as well as implications
and limitations, and recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Chapter five will detail a summary of my results and findings. Additionally, I will
address implications for this study and provide final thoughts regarding additional
research and limitations.
Summary
This qualitative study investigated what happens when students listen to diverse
text during morning social and emotional learning (SEL) meetings. This study took place
over a six-week span. Each week two diverse texts, one text in week five, were read
during the SEL morning meeting. Students had the opportunity to listen and engage in
conversation surrounding the selected text. Each text focused on a specific topic or theme
including: identity, poverty, race, gender, sexual identity, and gender identity. The
research revealed that through the inclusion of diverse texts, during SEL morning
meetings, students showed increased self and social awareness. Additionally, through the
increase of these two core SEL competencies, the classroom climate became more
positive and students also began to show more empathy toward others. Furthermore,
through the reading of diverse texts and critical conversations, students began to have a
greater understanding of the selected themes and how they relate to developing SEL.
Most importantly, students began to make meaningful connections to the texts. This led
to students opening up and sharing or engaging in wonderful conversations during SEL
morning meetings.
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Conclusions
This study yielded some critical findings. One was the importance of the inclusion
of diverse text in SEL morning meetings. Through this inclusion, students were able to
make meaningful connections and engage in critical conversations. Bishop (1990)
highlights the important role text plays in providing “windows and mirrors” for students.
The use of diverse texts during SEL meetings has emphasized this as well. During social
and emotional learning (SEL) morning meeting time, students have the opportunity to
discuss and share their reactions to diverse read alouds. “Transactions with texts that
offer some linkage with the child’s own experiences and concerns can give rise
aesthetically to new experiences. These in turn open new linguistic windows into the
world” (Rosenblatt, 1982, p. 275). This relationship between the reader and the text is
personal. As educators, we cannot know how children will respond or what they will
learn from the text. “As readers express their transactions with literature through talk and
written reflections, tacit beliefs and emerging understandings about their own situated
identities are often revealed” (Singer & Smith, 2003, p. 19). This became evident through
student conversations during SEL morning meetings. What I anticipated to be shared or
discussed after reading was not often the case. Students drove the conversation with
personal experiences or questions to deepen their understanding. They did not rely on me
to lead the conversations. They looked to each other and their own experiences to talk
about the book, as they related to it. The student conversations surrounding gender,
sexual identity, and gender identity highlight this best.
Rosenblatt (1982) urges educators to “not get in the way of the aesthetic stance”
in an effort to further allow the child to develop an emotional or deeper connection with
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the text (p. 275). Through making personal connections or identifying with the emotions
or experiences of the characters in the diverse texts used, students began to deepen their
understanding of themselves and others. The texts surrounding the theme of poverty is an
example of students connecting deeper and at an emotional level with the text. I did not
anticipate the students sharing such personal connections. This conversation helped other
students to connect with their peers through either shared experiences or through
compassion and empathy. “Empathy development within readers may help them cross the
cultural gap to understand the perspectives, actions, and attitudes of the characters they
encounter in multicultural literature” (Louie, 2005, p. 567). This understanding of
experiences supported students’ self and social awareness allowing for further
development of social and emotional learning.
Another critical finding was that students talked more when I listened. “Teachers
can use critical literacy practices to pose questions that will make students analyze,
question and reflect upon what they are reading” (Deprez, 2010, p. 480). Early on in our
meetings, I would ask specific questions to encourage student talk. I noticed that students
would talk more the less I asked. I shifted to guiding talk through asking open ended
questions when students were quiet. I found it important to not lead the students, but to
help support the conversation without direct questioning. In most critical conversations, I
would say things like: What do you mean? Tell me what you’re thinking? What do you
think about the story? As Simpson (1996) suggests, when teaching children to become
critical readers, “we must help them to ask the questions and accept that many of these
questions will not appear on the surface to lead to the kinds of critical understandings we
are seeking” (p. 126). Labadie, Wetzel, and Rogers (2012) also suggest that “silence
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supports children as they develop and share their ideas” (p. 123). I found this to be very
helpful to allow students to take the lead so that they could recognize that they were the
ones driving the conversation and learning.
When students would specifically ask me questions, I would answer with a
minimal response. However, with questions related to history I would do my best to
provide as much historical context as possible. I found that through providing this context
students would then be able to talk more and share their thinking as their learning
experience evolved. Most importantly, I found that students would talk more because
they had built trust with me and their peers. Early on students would not share as much,
but once students began sharing their personal experiences students began to open up
more. I would often encourage students to speak freely, reminding them that this was a
safe place to say anything. Although there were a few instances where students would
seem to hold back, they eventually would share what they were thinking with the group.
Building trust with students is crucial to having critical conversations in classrooms.
When students feel safe in an environment, free of pressure to participate and respond,
they will use “various kinds of spontaneous nonverbal and verbal expression during the
reading” (Rosenblatt, 1982, p. 275). Through the creation of a safe space, allowing
students to speak freely during critical conversations, less questioning and more listening,
students' transactional response to the diverse text revealed students’ “beliefs, values,
assumptions, and attitudes” (Cai, 2008, p. 217).
One additional conclusion I discovered was that critical conversations in early
elementary classrooms are not what we perceive them to be. I expected different
conversations to take place for specific themes. Conversations around topics of race
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required historical context for deeper understanding, which shifted the conversations in
ways I did not expect. I anticipated students having a greater understanding of race
relationships than they did. This also occurred when students listened to stories about
gender and sexual identity. I was surprised by their conversations, as they were related
more to gender roles. There were no conversations surrounding issues as they relate to
the LGBTQ+ community. It was evident that the students had stereotypes and biases
associated with gender or roles associated with that gender, but nothing further. Torres
(2022) suggests, “Education can influence a child’s understanding of cultures (which are
essentially different social categories) as well as shape his/her thinking around bias and
stereotyping” (p. 82). This emphasized the importance of the inclusion of these diverse
texts in classroom libraries. “When there are enough books available that can act as both
mirrors and windows for all our children, they will see that we can celebrate both our
differences and our similarities, because together they are what make us all human”
(Bishop, 1990, p. 11). Students saw differences, but in a way that was conceptualized
differently than expected. Through the use of diverse read alouds, students can begin to
see injustices that exist. Possibly, this is the beginning for many students at this age. I
have learned that teacher expectations, based on our own text analysis, will differ from
that of the students.
Implications
“Our student population will be even more diverse than it is today, the need for
critical literacy will grow exponentially, and the interconnections among language,
culture, and literacy will become stronger” (Au & Raphael, 2000, p. 170). This is true
now more than ever. Students are becoming more aware of their world, and the people
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they share it with, through technology. We must support their awareness in a way that is
true to every culture, race, gender, and identity. Our job is not to teach or instruct in a
way that causes students to ignore their own beliefs, or that of their families, but rather to
help them see different perspectives, viewpoints, experiences, and people in a way that
eradicates the negative, biased, unjust, and false information that they may only be
presented with. Through diverse texts, critical conversations, and SEL instruction that
includes both we can begin to do that.
It is important to have open communication about the use of diverse text in SEL
instruction with administrators and parents. There is often pushback from both when
topics of diversity come up. By avoiding “issues such as racism, historical atrocities,
powerlessness, and hegemony” and only focusing on “the same few high-profile
individuals repeatedly and ignoring the actions of groups”, educators report the factual
information without regarding or valuing the feelings or attitudes affected (Gay, 2002, p.
108). This is important for parents and administrators to understand. Through open
dialogue, we can explain how students bring to school their individual identities, cultures,
religion, funds of knowledge, strengths, weaknesses, and educational/personal values.
These elements determine who we are and how we connect and respond to the world. It
must be clear what our goal is with SEL instruction. Through the school-wide use of
evidence-based work of CASEL, students must have frequent opportunities “to cultivate,
practice, and reflect on social and emotional competencies in ways that are
developmentally appropriate and culturally responsive” (CASEL, n.d.). We cannot be
culturally responsive or focus on all social and emotional competencies if we are not
talking about diversity.
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As of April 6, 2022 the state of New Jersey Department of Education updated
SEL initiatives in conjunction with a comprehensive school-based mental health guide
(www.nj.gov). However, there is no inclusion of diversity within the updates of SEL or
the new mental health guide initiative. However, it is recognized in another document on
the NJ DOE’s website that there are rising needs for diverse populations of students
(www.nj.gov). Additionally, the website offers learning standards related to diversity,
equity and inclusion. These learning standards support early elementary students with
being introduced to differences among students and their families, as well as critical
literacy lessons (www.nj.gov/education/standards/dei/). However, the understanding that
students’ SEL is directly related to their race, ethnicity, culture, disability, and identity is
omitted. When thinking about the impact SEL can have on students when race is part of
the conversation, I think of the parent who told me that she does not tell her child she is
part white because the world will never see her that way. They will only see her color,
she said. This was a powerful statement. It reminded me how our ability to meet our own
self-awareness and social-awareness, two core SEL competencies, must begin with
understanding who we are and how we are perceived in the world we live in. Diversity is
an integral part to our social and emotional learning and supports the improvement of our
overall mental health.
We must be able to get parental and administrative support to effectively bring
about change. Students, teachers, parents, and administrators must be able to embrace
each student’s home culture and background as part of a strength to the individual and
overall academic experience. Ladson-Billings (1995) suggests we “must provide a way
for students to maintain their cultural integrity while succeeding academically” (p. 476).
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The results of this study further suggest the importance of culture and diversity. Through
the inclusion of diverse texts during SEL morning meetings positive outcomes on
students and their SEL competencies is evident.
This has implications for my own teaching practices. I recognize the importance
diverse text and critical conversations have on students’ SEL and I will continue to
provide lessons that include both for my students. Additionally, I will share this
knowledge with my teaching colleagues to bring about change in their own SEL
instructional practices. I will further work with our guidance counselor to discuss the
importance of including diversity into our SEL school-wide morning meetings.

Limitations
This was a qualitative study based on qualitative data collected from one group of
students in a single classroom. The study included ten diverse texts focused on a variety
of topics or themes. The study was only six weeks in length; future studies may benefit
from having a larger population of diverse students, as well as increasing the duration of
the study, and text collection.
Additionally, Covid-19 restrictions, as they related to students having to
quarantine, provided some limitations. Students forced to join virtually to our morning
meetings may have provided limited dialogue to the critical conversations. To address
this limitation, students may be encouraged to add comments to the chat box to have
further inclusion in the discussion.
In future studies, it may be beneficial to gather feedback from parents to see if the
classroom conversations have extended into home conversations. This would be
beneficial to determine if the SEL morning meetings were making an additional impact
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on student life outside of the classroom. One way to do this could be through
conversations with parents or through the form of a survey. It is important to recognize
these limitations to the study and the impact they may have on the results and future
findings.
Final Thoughts
Through the inclusion of diverse text within SEL instruction, students will begin
to explore issues related to privilege, bias, race, and identity. Through critical
conversations that take place in SEL meetings surrounding diverse texts, students will
begin to further develop their SEL competencies necessary to grow and develop within
their diverse communities. Further research is needed to determine the impact of diverse
texts and critical conversations on SEL instruction. As the SEL framework begins to shift
to include equity, educators and policymakers must begin having more conversations
about what that means for SEL instructional practices. Equity will not be reached if SEL
continues to be practiced in a way that ignores diversity. “SEL efforts must directly target
issues of race and racial biases to begin dismantling the inequalities created and
maintained in education” (Humphries & McKay-Jackson, 2021, p. 8). Through the use of
diverse texts during SEL instruction, teachers can provide a more diverse and culturally
responsive approach to instruction. It is in this way that students can attain self-awareness
and social-awareness, learn to make responsible decisions, and to develop healthy
relationship skills, all key components of social and emotional learning.
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